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UITS UP TODAY IN THE
BIG TIMBER TRANSACTION
• B. F. BRIGGS CLAIMS A BAL
AND FOREMAN, WHO CON
THEIRS'—JURY GAVE VERD
LEGGED SLANDER SUIT 0
JOHN D. McELYA.
4111110110111111111111
here COMelI up today in the cir-
cuit court the suit of J. B. E. Brig
gs
.against the Sherrill-King Umbe
r
conlphrie for $1,i46ot, and also 
the
suit of flew. against -"Pletcher &
Voreman of Metropolis for *boo bal-
ance claimed due on a $1,000 timbcr
-ern!.
it seems that Briggs has a con-
trzet to get eome timber off ground
near Denslow Landing, Humphrey
County, Tenn. Briggs sold Fletcher
L Foreman many hundred' of sa
w-
logs that were brought to the mouth
of Clark's river here. Fletcher &
Foreman then sold the raft to Sher
rill-King Lumber company of Me-
c lianiceburg for $1,146.1 i. Briggs
then tomes along and claims that
Fletcher & Foreman thd not own the
raft, therefore had no right to sell it,
and Brice then sued Sherrill-King
i•,iiipaity for $1,146.11. the value of
the timber. Sherrill-King refuse to
eiit up the raft because they came
by it legitimately and honorably by
purchasing 'it from Fletcher & Fore-
man, whose trademark was on each
!chi. The Paducah firm has to be in-
cite:led iu the litigation while lkiggs
and Fletcher and Foreman arc get-
ting their business straightened out
trig,' in the second suit claims
Iletcher & Foreman owe him a $600
&lance on a $1,100 account. Fletcher
& Foremast advanced Briggs money
and claim the logs were theirs.
Two other suits coming up today
:0-e those of (. B. Williamson against
Clarence if. Sherrill. and F. Reliknpf
agaiiist Starks-Uflman.
A horse dealer came here with a
fine $rjo mare and said it to Mr.
Sherrill. G. B. Williamson of Bal-
lard county dun came along and
C.iirned thc animal belonged to Nui
soul was stolen from his stable, there-
re should be returned to him, but
a• Sherrill had tfinight it from an-
other, he refused to give it up Wil-
liamson now 611C1 for return of the
annual and $itio damages in addition.
itchkopf claim. the Starks-Ullman'
Saddlery company ones him $_'6163
for goods Relikepf sold the others
ANCE OF $600 FROM FLETCHER
TEND THE TIMBER WAS
ICT FOR DEFENDANT IN AL-
F A. J. ATCHINSON AGAINST
Yesterday's Business.
A continuance until the next term
of court was given in the damage
snit wiate E. B. Woodward sues
Soinuel J Billing-ton for $10,000 on
the ground that Billington had Wood-
atol arrested on the charge of 'teat-
'SIR • $t3 from Billington'e borne
Woodward came clear of the charge.
Leave to withdraw the original
• life insurance policy was given in
the sdit. of the National Life Insur-
ance company against II A. Rose
A verdict for the defendant was re-
it rned in the case where H. L
Styera claimed W. A. McClure owed
him about Sey000 as result of some
jeint business deals they bad in tim-
t cr. McClure proved he owed the
• f .1 her nothing.
There were dismissed as settled 'the
two suite of F. Fels Brothers &
Rubel, against the Illinois Central
• road.
The plaintiff asked for a new trial
e I the eult of A. Hunt against Fletch-
er & Foreman. Hunt claims the
ethers caused him to lose over $goo
hs contracting for some walnut logs
oi his, and then afterwards refueing
tr take them, thereby compelling him
to dispose of the timber at a sacrifice.
1-ftint lost the case on Mal last week,
..- 101 ')tow waits a new hearing.
There was filed a receipt showing
MeLeari & Sims company had paid
▪ M. Livingston and company the
$ss judgment Livingston got against
the others on account of 'McLean &
Sims refusing to deliver two carloads
• oratiges they contracted to sell
.14‘Shielon On the iteceipt being
ided the bond was discharged. -
the joy was withdrawn frotp the
siiit of Mrs. Maggie Overstreet,
widow of William Overstreet against
the Ancient Order of United Work-
men, but that the lodge will not pay
it, hence it -to enforce collection.
When the case was 'taken up Wed-
. kiqktite e :dettee, but on the law-
' flkeffsetroft0ae ?try Was sworn iv and
'ereafteeseads deciding to let Judge
Reed himeelf settle the matter. the
,wa:, yesterday withdrawn ale!
intse .sillaniitted to the judge inlivid-
eally, but the latter has not yet ren-
dered any opinion.
A verdict for defendant was re
turned in the litkation of A. J. Itch-
ben against John I) Me,Elya.
Atchison wanted $to,000 damages on
the ground that lifeElya called him a
d--d thief as result of a controversy
they had, over some fencing. The





ATTORNEY CRICK CARRIED AP
PEALS PAPERS IN REH-
KOPF CASE.
judge D. G. Perk Goes to Mayfie
ld
to Take Depositions in Boswell
vs. Citizens' Bank Suit
.Attorney J. S. Ross. ot the Ross &
Cricc firm, will return today from
Cincinnati, where he went Wednes
-
day with the papers in the E. Reh-
kopf individual bankruptcy matter and
lodged them with the circuit court of
appeals of the United States tribunal.
It is being carried there in hopes of
reversing the order of judge Walter
Evans. of the Kentucky federal court
at Louisville, wherein he directed
that E. Relikopf be forced into per-
sonal bankruptcy. The matter will be
fought to the highest courts in the
land in trying to prevent Mr. Relikopf
from being pushed into bankruptcy,
where the business of his incorporated
6rm •• now being wound up.
Take Depositions.
Judge D. G Park today
Mayfield to take depositions
In the suit where C. If Boswell
claims several thousand dollars from
the Citizens' Savings bank of this
city. Boswell lost money speculating
in Hews Arena's bucket shop at May
field, and got judgment against the
Latter for its recovery. Boswell at-
tached money in the bank, and the
latter claimed no funds were deposit-
ed there to credit of the name on
which Boswell attached. Boswell
claimed the bink kept the commission
people's money deposited under an-
other name Tile bank won in the
circuit court here, but Boswell got the
appellate bench to reverse this and
order a 'new trial here.
goes 10
for use
Went to State Capitol.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett left this morn-




Not Allowed To Remain Overnight
On British Steamer.
New York, Jan., 24—American
refugees from Kingston, Jamaica, am-
tieing here on board the steamer
Prinz Eitel Friedrick. which sailed
from the stricken city on Thursday
afternoon last, the third day after
the earthquake, were unanimous in
condemning what they termed thc
"inactivity and utter Inefficiency" of
the English authorities on the island
daring the first days following the
disaster, For three days, or up to
the day the Prinz Eitel sailed, they
said, there was no semblance of order
and nothing definite done 'in the mat-
ter of relieving the sufferings of
many of the wounded.
It was asserted that men and
women who sought shelter on board
the British steamship Port Kingston,
which was chartered for Sir Alfred
Jones' party from England, were
put ashore, and that the plea of the
American refugees that women of
their party be allowed at least the
Privilege of sleeping on the open
decks of the Port IZingstoff yas re-
fused with "great incivility." The in;
jured who had been taken on board
tic.e-iiteatner for an asylum were
pat the ' day folloWitfrothe
earthquake. Tuesday, and were lob
on the railway wharf until cared fiik
by the American naval authoritiee on
Thureday.-
When a girl is first in love she lo43




Prominent in St. Louis Social Life
Hand Admits Guilt and Goes
to Prison.
St. Louis, Jan. 1.4.—Horace E. hand
member of the bar and prominent in
the social and church life of Kirk-
wood, who was for seven years the
confidential clerk of Judge Luman F
Parker, chief counsel for the 'Frisco
railway system, has been taken to the
state peniteneiary after pleading guilty
to forgery. His forgeries are said to
aggregate $1e,000.
Hand was arrested on four informa-
tions prepared by Circuit Attorney
Sager, but only two of these informs-
tions were .embodied in the counts
upon which he was sentenced. They
involve more than $4,000, represent-
ing vouchers and drafts to which
Judge Parker's name was forged.
As Hand freely admitted his guilt
and placed no obstacles in the way of
his prosecution the other charges will
probably be dropped. Officials of the
Mercantile Trust company, who led In
the detection and prosecution of the
clerk, say they are trying to account
for many forgeries which have passed
through the institution since Septem-





t of Crusade Against Liquor
affic Begun By Woman Two
Years Ago.t
isville, Jan. 24.—The bar privi-
legef of three of the boats operated
by the Louisville and Cincinnati
Packet] company have been revoked,
and in the future travelers on the
Ohio, or at least on these craft, must
carry their bottles with them. The
order closing the bars was issued by
F. A. Laidley, president of the packet
company, affecting the I.izzie Bay,
the Levi J. Workum, plying between
Louisville and Cincinnati, and a small
boat running between Carrollton and
Warsaw, Ky. •
The issuing of the order stopping
the !ale of liquor on the boats is the
direct outcome of a crusade against
liquor traffic on the river started two
years ago by Mrs. J. H. Henderson,
wife ef the general manager of the
Pittsburg and Cincinnati Packet com-
pany, at Pittsburg. Mrs. Henderson
reeeived much assistance in her fight
from county attorneys from Indiana
and Kentucky counties which had
voted out liquor and where the boats
4were accustomed to landing
CASHIER GREGORY MURDER-
OUSLY ASSAULTED BY ROBBER
BOLD ATTEMPT MADE YESTERDAY TO ROB THE BAN
K OF
DYCUSBURG, ON THE CUMBERLAND RIVER ABOVE THIS
CITY—THIEF WAS CAUGHT BY OTHERS RED-HANDED BE-
FORE HE COULD Z&C.APE WITH THE BOOTY, CONSISTING
OF MONEY AND OTHER VALUABLES—THE CASHIER WAS
GIVEN THREE TERRIFIC BLOWS IN THE HEAD WITH A
HATCHET.
The boldest .ittcnipt at bank rob-
bery occurring in this end of the
state was yesterday afternoon at Dy-
cusburg, up the Cumberland river
from here, when Cashier II Gregory
was knocked in the head with a
hatchet by another man, who gave the
name of J. B. Gregory, and who was
captured by others before he could
get away. Thc robber did not get
the money and valuables out of the
bank building before be was inter'
cepted. He will this morning be car-
ried to Marion, which is the county
stet of Crittenden county, in which
is bycusburg.
The long distance telephone mes-
message to The Register stated that
J. B. Gregory is a farmer living down
below Dycusburg, and that yesterday
he came to the town and sat around
the bank for several hours talking to
different people. At closing time
Cashier Gregory commenced putting
away his books and money, which
were placed inside the strong vault
Therejest as he was preparing to lock
the doors and his back was turned to
the other Gregory. the latter picked
WO
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SOMEONE LOOKING FOR
THE ACTRUS' $500
SEVERAL TRUNKS BROKEN OPEN AND RANSACKED IN THE
DRESSING ROOMS OF THE KENTUCKY THEATER, BUT
THE SWAG- WAS IN ANOTHERTRUNK SITTING FAR OFF
TO ONE SIDE—CONDUCTOR GEORGE HARVEY IS OUT
tio7.5o, WHICH DISAPPEARED FROM POCKET OF CLOTHES
BEING CARRIED TO PRESSING CLUB FOR PRESSING.
The only thing that prevented the
theft of $soo from the trunk of one of
the actresses in the stock company
now playing at The Kentucky was
the inability of the pilferer to distin-
guish between the trunk containing
the money and the trunks which held
the "make-up" part of the theatrical
luggage. As. it is many article's of
clothing were stolen from the trunks,
and the case is now being worked on
by the police, to whom report was
made yesterday morning -as soon as
the depredation was discovered.
The Ina Lehr stock company has
been on the boards at the playhouse
since sWednesday. One of the ac-
tresses had five crisp lea° bills and
indiscreetly opened her trunk and put
the money inside in view of some
people. The trunk was among a num-
ber at the time, but now each trunk is
in its respective dressing room behind
the stage.
Yesterday morning Manager Thos.
Roberts discovered that some one the
night before broke open every trunk
in the dressing rooms and ransacked
them, taking a number of articles, but
not finding the money, as the trunk
containing it was sitting off quite a
distance from the "make-up" rooms.
The manager knows that none of
thc stage attaches committed the act,
,as all are honest and well known
young men. Some loungers who
have been hanging around the play-
house are suspected.
Only a few nights ago some one
got into the place and stole an over-
coat, while of late many things have
This felled the cashier to the been missed, and the detectives are
more and beaten into insensibility.
where he was struck twice,
working diligently on the matter, with
hopes of landing the thief.
The bold robber then began ran - There ie no doubt but what the
sacking the vault after money and
valgables, and while lac was thus ea.
gaged, another party happened to
enter the bank building, and taking
in the situation at a glance, he hur-
riedly summoned a • , and be-
fore the thief could get a y be was
captnred and lodged in jail after a
terrific struggle
The injured cashier eas given im-
mediate attention and then removed
to is home. His condition is quite
se rfo He only recenti ytook
charge of the caskiership of the finan-
cialleinstitation, having succeeded Mr.
Elielsy. why resigned to enter other
busjness.
,4rest excitement was occasioned by
tho unprecedented boldness of the at-
teinpted robbery and word from Dy-
ebeherg is that there was strong talk
of roughly handling the culprit, but
/cooler heads prevailed, and he -will
today be. carried over to Marion for
inedaceratiou in the county jail.
up a hatchet and struck the bank offi-





Animals Growing Bolder and Fellow
Deer to Town's Border.
Rutland, Vt., Jan. 24 --Wildcats,. at-
traded by deer, have appeared in
large numbers near the outskirts of
surrounding towns, and have caused
considerable alarm among the inhabi-
tants of the rural districts. Several
fine specimens have been brought in
by local sportsmen, who report them
in greater numbers than usual.
The big cats have shown great
boldnes; in stalking their game and
often follow the deer to the border's
of the town. Many of them have
been shot within the boundary lines
of the large villages. Active steps
are being taken to drive out the sav-
age pc3ts, as not only do they slaugh-
tee game, but are a menace to travel-
ers on country roads.
SWORD PIERCES HIS
THROAT DURING DRILL
Sergeant Accidentally Wounded By
Lieutenant's Weapon.
Pottsville, Pa., Jan. 24.—Sergt. Ed-
ward P. Schweibert, a member of
Gen'. J. K. Sigfricd Camp, Sons of
Veterans, was accidentally stabbed in
the throat by First Lieutenant Allen
Keller. of Company E, Third regi-
ment, Keller's sword penetrating
, Schweibert's throat as Keller leaped
i forward to give him an order.
o fatal con.eqiiences are feared.
- 
B S MINE AT RATE
OF A DOLLAR A DAY
A4 Agrees To Pay Burial Expenses
of the Prospector.
:Leo. Idaho, Jae 24—Michael
Stns has bought ̀a half interest in
claims on Nine Mile Creek from
M• ael Lennan, a pioneer prospec-
t' ' The consideration is $t daily
d g lifetime of the owner and his
Iii al expenses at death
Ilhe claims are known as the Gold
Fifth Savage. Gopher, Alice and
Egteka fraction. The other half in-
tellett s oweled day W.
IVrds, John Mahoney and John
hy. Lerman located the claimS 
in .411139 and held ffis interest 'ever
suite. He refused many offers to.
Lennan is sixty-five years old;
a Civil War veteran, drawing a
on of $12 a month.
E4-NEGRO TROOPERS
IN MORE TROUBLE
Tito Memberh of the Twenty-Fifth
Artested for Salmi "rwe Water
to Intim..
Valentine, Neb., Jan. 24—Two di
negro troopers of the Twenty-
] Infantry, who were discharged
She army by President Roosc-
in the Brownsville, Tex., affair,
under arrest here for introducing
'sky into the Rosebud Indian
reoration and for selling it to the
I ions. The negroes give theit•
nies as Long and William-. Both
re stationed here befnre the Twen-
ty-fifth was sent South.
thief knew of the money concealed
in the triials brliti-littrei."001;11/21
after it. a. trunk after trunk was ran -
Nuke.'
Conductor Loges tio7.5o.
Conductor George Haryey. of the
Illinois Central railroad, would Inge to
know what has become of his
$1o7.50, which was in the pochet of his
clothing when he sent them to the
Faultless Pressing club at 302 1-2
Broadway several days ago. The'po-
lice are working on the case, with as-
sistance of the pressing club pro-
prietor. who deeply deplores that a
customer's money should be lost in
such a way.
Mr. Harvey rooms at the Mulvih
home on Tenth and Broadway, and
while asleep Wednesday the pressing
club's negro messenger went after his
clothing, which was given him by the
lady of the house without awakening
Conductor Harvey. She noticed his
watch in the pocket.and took that out,
but did not discover the purse con-
taining $1o7.5o. The darkcy took the
garments on to the club, and when
the conductor awoke he telephoned to
the pressman to get the money out of
the pocket and keep it for him. The
proprietor searched the garments, but
have been sweating the colored bOy
and others to see if any know of the




Jackson, Ky., Jan. 24.—The taking
of depositions at Whitesburg in the
$157,000 law tuit between J. B. Mc-
Lin, plaintiff, vs. the Continental
Realty company, has been postponed
.by agreement of local counsel on ac-
count- of the recent heavy rains hav-
ing made the roads almost impassa-




Tennessee Lines Up in Favor of Dis-
charge of Riotous Negro Troops.
Washington, Jan. 24—Mr. Sims, of
Tennessee, today introduced in the
house a resolution to the effect that
the action of the president in discharg
ing Companies A, B and C of the
Twenty-fifth infantry was within the
scope o! his authority and power and
is approved and commended as a
proper exercise af same.
This resolution is in response to a
enatilmous action by the Tennessee
legislature and aeking -thilt•the sena-
tors and representatives from that




LEAVES EVERYTHING TO HIS
WIFE, MERCY THOMPSON.
Joseph Dodson and Melissa Dodson
of Gilbertsville, Ware Granted
A License to Marry.
The will of Thomas Thompson was
admitted to probate yeseerday in the
county court, and in •-11 he leaves
everything to his wife, cy Thomp-
son, who is appointed Yee executrix.
The will was written August 31, IS,
and signature of the deceased wit-
nessed by Sylvester D. Wilson and
James A. Woodward. The deceased
was better known during lit. as
"Tom Emery" and he left quite a
comfortable estate.
Deed Recorded.
George Bernhard sold to 'Mrs. Mary
Drenin for $135 property on Thur-
man street in Mechanicsburg.
Licensed to Marry.
The county clerk issued a rpta.rrilge
license to Joseph Dodson. aged ze,
and Malissa Thodistrit. aged et. of
bertsvillc, Ky.
FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH
TO BE 11.AWOOMAN'S DAY
Four Kentucky Murderers Will at
That Tirne tCso to the Gallows.
1 Fr:maim., do . Jan. 2.4 —Friday,
February Ie. will be hangsman's -day
in Kentucky. So far arrangements
have been completed for the agehleg
of four men to the gallows on that
day in this state. Governor Bret-
ham has set that date for the execu-
tion of two murderers, whose death
sentences affirmed by the court
of appealp, . They were Jesse
Fitzgerani to hang in Knox
county, and Ben Ifoffaker. now a con-
vict in the yville penitentiary,
serving a 14 m for murder, and
who will he Wrung up for having
slain a fellow convict. Both are ne-
groes.
Just a few days ago the gosernor
set February te as the time for the
execution at Russellville of Guy Lyon
and W. R. Fletcher,: y4o criminally
assaulted the little Cerrnan girl. Mary
Gladder. Beth are white men. .
pending ex-




an intereetiner tielkstion has been
raised of whether it will be necessary
for the governor to grant him a par-
don for the offense for which he is
now serving a, sentence before
be can be hungo he later charge.
Ip 1895 George McGee. a convict in
the penitentiary here, ki d a fellow
convict, and after' n court was
sentenced to be hanged. Governor
Brown pardoned him for his former
crime, Co that he could be hanged for
the later. but it is thought that the
opinion of the. court of appeals in the
case of this latest convict murder in-
dicates that such a course will nye'
have to be followed by the sow nee
to make it legal to carry- out tl sen-
tence.
'l
4:ELEBRATILS sogTH BI THDAV
Seventy-Five-Year-0 of Worn.
an Joins tier f anion.
.m..dmiprre •
Chicago, Jan. 24.— e one hun-
deed and fifth birthdaY Mrs. Mary
A. Hunt, Beloit, Wis., as celebrated
yesterday. Her son; jet .H. Hunt,
r Board of Trade lit, residing at
3423 Forest ave me, attended the
celebration. Mr Hank who is him-
self' a yrnIng of 75 years of age.
made a pro to his mother out
forty years to visit her twice a
year! on the ourth of July and on













Electrical Workers at Memphis Have
Started a Boycott Against the
Telephone Concern.
Things are beginning to assume a
serious phase with the Cumberland
Telephone company as a result of the
Memphis strike among the girls of
the operating roorus, and prospects
are for a general strike of the elec-
trical workers connected twith the
entire system, which maintains its
headquarters here on South Fourth
street. If the strike goes into effect
the electrical workers here will walk
out probably with the balance. Al!
tboac •connected with the Paducah
office will have to quit, if they be-
long to the union, and if this occurs
things will be forced into a chaotic
condition everywhere the system
touches. •
In speaking of •the probable gener-
al strike; a Memphis dispatch of )e.•
terday said:
"The News-Scimitar today will say
that E. E. Hoskinson, president of
the district council, international
Brotherhood of Electric Workers.
representing thirteen states. reached
Memphis today, and announced that
he was the bearer of an official or-
der recommending a general strike
••ver the Cumber!and Telephone and
Telegraph company's entire system, in
the event that that corporation does
not settle the existing dAerencee with
the twat striker:. His appearance at
local strike headquarters was follow-
ed by the official declaration of the
local Electrical Workers' union of a
l'ny•Tot against the Cumberland com-
pany.
At Louisville.
lonisville. Jan. 24.—Iten S. Retel-
manag.:r of the local Cumberland tel-
ephone plant, said this afternoon that
Louisville would not be affected
„re- •should a general strike be called, ex-
cept. of courses the long distance
line'. A memorable strike took place
with the local plant two years ago
and !once that time the plant has
operated an iv pen shop. e‘rnploying
regarillese of possible union
affil'aron
•••
Step in the Right Direction.
A dispatch from Galveston. Tex..
announces that an organization with
three thousand members has been
formed among the "better class of
negroee of the state for the suppree-
of crime.- The existence of the or-
ganization was brought to light by
the surrender of a negro who was
wanted for a crime.
Thie is a step in the right direction.
The good negroes has e sufferea a
great deal becauee of the action of
brutal and lawless gegroee. The
whole race has suffereal becatese so
many negroes lave spent their time
demanncing mobs and violence with-
oiu denouncing the crimes ihat called
forth iambs and violence. As soon as
it becomes known that the better
element of Vac colored race is witting
to help snppress crimes committed
by members of the race, there will
be a different feeling among the
whites. President Roosevelt's action
in suspending the negro troops eras I,
tine to the fact that the innocent ones
refosed to give testimony against the •
The ,tintultis to farm induetry by
the distillation of alcohol for use in
the arts is strikingly shown by the
vast increase of the potato crop of
Germany. In igos it reached -the
enormous figure of 1.775,579,073 bush-
els of sixty pounds each, The Unit-
ed States is a vastly larger country
than Germany. but in Iticis our po-
tato crop amounted to only 260..431.-
• Ia94 bushels.
Fonowing High Precedent.
The immense production of pota-
Various authorities have passed on
toes in Germany is directly due to
received at the postoffice de-
free alcohol. It alone has made
time -ago, amid it has
farming possible in some districts, so
that many farms owe their very ex-
istence to their distilleries. The cheap
alcohol which they produce, in addi-
tion to forming a remunerative farm
induetry, is of great value in the com-
mercial development of Germany. and shikar. Ile began to use a gun wheel
lies at the foundation of business only seven years of age, and up to
prosperity in many lines.—Baltimore the present time has accounted for
?Cc ws. .
• seven tigers, six panthers and two
bears, not to mention other large and
Bigger' the Ste-1, Smaller the Crime. small gaines—Altahabad Pioneer.
The Manx law of old times had
many oddities. but none, surely,
lustrated News. If astronomers have
felt certain of anything they have felt
certain that the moon is absolutely
devoisl of atmosphere. If the moon
has atmosphere it ought to refract
the rays of a star passing behind the
moon, just as the stem of a spoon
scents bent in a glass of water. But
no such refraction occurs. That there
is, however, a very thin lunar atmos-
phere Prof. Pickering has demonstrat-
ed by the best photographic proof.
As to vegetation on the moon,
Prof. Pickering has observed spots
which appear after sunrise, darken
rapidly toward noon, and fade away
at .sunset. They are not shadows,
and the observer, therefore, considers
them indisputable proof of lunar veg-
etation. The terrible cold of the
moon wohld be no disproof of this,
for many bacteria cannot be killed





WILLING FOR CASE TO GO
TO GRAND JURY.
Ed Bogerd and Robert Smith. Both
Colored, Were Held Over to the
Circuit Court Also.
Arthur Trice, colored, would not
let go to trial yesterday in the police
court II c warrant charging hint with
detaining Miss Stevenson along South
Third street beyond Norton last Sun-
day evening The negro was arraign-
ed before the judge and n hen it was
asked if he was ready for trial, Trice's
lawyer announced that they did not
care to go into the evidence, but pre-
ferred to let the matter go on over
to the circuit court grand jury for
inve•tigaticm. The judge made the
order and in holding the negro over
fixed his bond at $500, which he failed
to give. and was sent to the county
jail to stay until April, when the
grand jury convenes.
Ed Bogard. colored, was held to
the grand jury on the charge of oh-
taining groceries by false pretenses
from Grocer Renfro of Third and
Jefferson streets. The negro claimed
he worked for the Thomas Stahl to-
bacco house and had money comnig
to him. On strength of this MT. Ren-
fro sold him on credit, but it after-
ward developed that Bogard did no\
work for Mr. Stahl.
To the grand jury was held Rob-
ert Smith. colored, who is charged
with darting in the front door of
Walter Seck's bakery at Seventh and
Washington streets and stealing $4
from the cash drawer.
Roy Walker was tined Si° aml costs
for clambering around on an engine
in the Illinois Central railroad yards
J. B. Griffin wss tined Si for being
drunk
Mayfield Man in Luck.
J. W. Benedict received a letter
from his sister at Clinton this morn-
ing stating that a relative by the
name of Bracken of Union City was
dead and had left them a fortune of
perhaps $1,000,000. There are nine of
the heir. and all share equally in the
money. Mr. Bennedict• will start for
Clinton this evening to assist in the
preparation of the papers necessary
to transfer`the money to the heirs.
The property consists of land and
other property. and a life insurance
policy amounting to $200,000. Some
of the property is in Dawson and
Union City and other placce—May-
field Monitor.
guilty ones. Tlae Commoner has al-
ready referred to an organization in
Alabama similar to the one is Texas.
It will be a promising sign for the
future aelat ion of the two raoesi when
there 's such an organization in ev-





finally been Fest to the postmaster
general.
The letter came from a western
po:tmaster at a small office and read
"In accordance with the rides of
the department I write you to inform
yoti that on next Saturday I will
cliele the postoffice for one day, as
T am going on n bear hone I am not
askieg your permission to dose, and
you can discharge me if you want
oe Peat I advise you now that T am
the only .man in the county who can
read and write."
• It.ia not likely that the postmaster
will be discharged.—San Antonio Ex-
press.
The Moon's A.thicisphere.
if we aftrtit't siolw and ice we must
admit that the moon has at atmos-
phere. Here we clash with the pre-
vailing, nations of the moon";
iays a writer in the London It-




WARRANT GOTTEN OUT YES-
TERDAY AGAINST WILL-
IAM SENTERS.
Claimed That He Is Operating a
Gambling Machine That Awards
Prizes of Candy.
William Senters, who operates the
"Pare Food Show" at 424 Broadway,
was warranted on the charge of set-
ting up and operating a game of
cance in te nature of a candy prize
winning mahcine. He executed bond
for his appearance in the police court
this morning,
At the show there is displayed sam-
ples of pure foods manufactured over
the country by different concerns,
and an admission of ten cents is
charged. Inside the place there is a
paddle machine. For five cents any-
one can buy a paddle with a certair
number op it. When twelve paddles
are sold there is then whirled a ma-
chine which will stop and indicate
a number. Whoever on his paddle has
a number duplicating that at which
the machine stops is given A prize
box of candy.
It is a gambling deviee, pure and
simple, so claim the police authorities
who yesterday went before Judge D.
A. Cross and secured a warrant for
Mr. Senters. These paddles are
numbered from i to la, therefore
somebody is bound to win a box of
candy each time the machine is oper-
ated.
Sewer* was unable to give bond,
and had to go to jail, but the Pure
Food exhibit continues under direc-
tion of the assistant:. The %%arrant
against him was gotten out at the in-
stance of Mayor Yeieer. tim horn
eomplaint had been made by others
that :he device was a gambling ar-
rangement.
Senters seems to think that ill-luck
follows him, as he only recently got
out of the hospital at Evansville, Ind
where he was operated on for mat-
toidonomy. at a cost of $soo. lie wa•
jest "getting on his feet" %Own the
charge comes, and not having mime)




Deserts is in a classes, first the
dry plaises in our erth whare thare
it lots of sand and hardly any water
& second the sweet stuff ne git for
dinner, tharc are a grate many kind•
of the second desert, such as pie &
cheese & cake & ice cream, etc. the
first kind of desert is what we read
about a grate deel in the magazeens.
such as this:
"for many hours Carl the Cowboy
King had urged his mustang along
over the blinding waio. looking with
bloodshot eyes for a drink: the trio-
tang wanted a drink too but nobody
sed Well, boys, what are we going
to have. Silence raned supreme &
when the sun no longer beet on the
wite sand Darkness fell, a chosking
thirsty darkneea."
The only animuls wich like it on
the resert i; camels and ostriches
the camels doaat care how dry it Rite
beckaus thay only nee,: a drink ev-
ery seven (7) days & the ostriches
drink. titlel stones often they are
thiraty. if everybody drank stones
what a grate world this would he.
Mountains.
mountains is big high chunks of
ground & rock wich look down on
the peaceful valleys & tip at the stars.
The mountains arc vary old, that is
why thay arc white on thare hede
like vary old peepul. among the ani-
mals that live in the mountains is
the mountain lion & the mountain
sheep and the shammy wich leeps
from crag to crag. once tharc was
a mountain lion wich saw a shammy
& the shammy thought he wud be
frends with thc lion & sed This seems
to be luvly wcther for this time of
veer & the lion sed Yes indeed, it
is grate wether for the appetite &
then he ate the shammy and took the
skin hoam to his wife for a Powder
Puff.—William F. Kirk,
eine heir apparent to the Sirguja
State, a boy of eleven years, has de-
veloped a remarkable aptitude for
The state medical board of Cali-
fornia has forty-six mandamus suits
crime the leos, because of the impos- against it. The allegations arc that
eibility, within t narro limit; of certain physicians who control it are 
She Had Recovered.
he w M.
the Isle of Min, that the bigger thief maintaining a doctors* trust and keep- 
Ferguson (to callerj—I naves
dld.like her. and when the imminent
shonld be successful. ing physicians from other states, from 




 the wily 
she
 did
so ran the law, "it is ,no felony, for those barred, it is alleged, is Dr. wals 
speech Less 
w I
the ()Wander cannot hide them; hut Charles English of iVashington, I).
if Ile steal a cation or it pig, he shall C., who was tlle famiiy physisien of
be hanged."—Youth's Companion. President Benjamin Ifarrison.
1.111emss.—_
WELL HALF A MILE DEEP.
borings Pail to Plod Desired Art..
sian Plow In Ohio State-
house Yard.
In 11157, for some reason, It
thought prontable and posaible
cure an artesian wall In the state-
house yard. The geology of Ohio
as a science was still unwritten.
In fact, the first volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ-
ten record of this boring.
Down 2,776 ffeat---over half a mile—
the auger was sent by the slow and
laborious process of the time, and
nearly a year was spent In the work
The boring was commenced on No-
vember 4, 1857, and stopped Octobet
I. ISA. No artesian water was
found.
The boring was made in the *asters
part of the grourids. Its site was
pointed out to the writer some yean
ago, and It is now probably sorer&
by the cement walk extending out u
Third street from the judiciary build-
ing. Water was struck and plant" of
It—fresh, salt, sulphur, magnesia', etc.
but none of It came to the top.
Prof. Theodore 0. Wormies, tka
professor of chemistry in Starling
medical college, embraced the oppor
tunity to secure the temperature ol
this deep boring. With a tharroomo
ter placed in a specially prepared Iron
case and left In the bottom of the bor-
ing 24 hours, he found the tempera
lure at the bottom to be 8$ degrees
Fabrenkelt. Making deductions tot
the distance below the surface at
which the heat of the sun ceases te
be felt, he computes that the tempera-
ture increased one dearest for every
71 feet of descent. At that Um* riu.
ropean scientists alio were carefully
studying this branch of physical ge
ogra:)by had estimated that the tem-
perature increased In such (-yacht:ow
one degree for eyery C6 feet.
There Is no record of the cost of
the boring, but it must have beer
considerable, as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive compared 'ant
Its geologists, so that it was
wholly money wasted.
A View of States Rights.
An incident occurred in the United
States senate the other day during
the pendency of Senator LaFollette's
hill to limit to sixteen hours out of
wee 26 the continuous service of trainmen.
to es. which has given rise to some specu-
lation as to the effect the crusade for
the coatrol of corporations has had
upon the states rights ideas of South-
ern statesmen. Senator Bacon of
Georgia sc ugh( to amend the LaFol-
tette huh nit hi the provision that "this
act shall not apply to any railroad
company, the tracks of which lie whol-
ly within the limita of one state." The
amendment was rejected by a vote of
forty-six to sixteen, only three dem-
ocrats voting fel it. The New York
commercial, notng this result, in-
quires, "Has the anti-corporation spir-
it put state rights into a back scat
all of a sudden"
The question is obviously a perti-
nent one and suggests an inventory
of what we have really in late years
come to thin,: on the subject. %Viten
we reelect on ti•e- support southern
senatore have been giving recently
to railroad rat: bills, pure food bins.
etc., all of is hiLli purptise to accom-
plish things states themselves have
not at least done in the past, se must
le- somewhat startled at the progress
;he extension *A federal power has
made within foy a quarter of a cen-
tury. Secretary Root retently warn-
ed the states cf cestain things they
%.ottld ha se t•• ii they did not want
to see the people go trooping off to
Washington to get relief, and it
might be weth for our state leaders
to spend some of the time between
now and the theta presidential elec-
tion studying ways and means to
bring the masses hack to a greater
reliewe and dependance upon the
state for protection. —Chia ii a no-soya
Time*.
Jug Tr-de in Danger.
A set ere leo& is going on before
the judiciary committee of the lower
home of coogems over the original
package decision that the liquor trade
has turned to good a:connt in drythose now in use. Though fallow us
comities. The Ilepburn-Dolliyer hilt
Its principal purpose, the 'tato seem'
is in the hands of that committee
to have turned It to account tbrougi
no and by a reaent sote of eight to sever
It was denied a favorable report
through a motion to adjourn. %Vita'
the outcome mil be is still micro.
PECAN SHELLING SEASON.
An Industry That ahem Employ-
ment to Many Hundreds
of People.
portunely, it will never reach the iaeri p
cubstion stage.
It will be remembered that a -cast
arising in Kansas and another that
was originated in South Carolina were
carried through the courts, and the
result was that goods in original, pack-
ages coosing a state line must In
delivered, and that the authorities iii
dry counties could not interfere ss'•'!
such packages. Under this decision
"dry" counties became to those who
bad money in their pockets "wet"
countizs, the local authorities stand-
ing powerlest before an original psck•
age. Congress hesitates, and as is
rule a bill that hesitates is loo
Birmingham Age-Ilerald.
4
That Fortunste American Girl.
That which first strikes the, trav-
eler who has heard so notch oi the
American girl is the titter imposasi-
bility of distinguishing her from lit-
married woman, says Paul Bourget.
the famous French noveli.t and aca•I
emician. The fact that is so often
commented on in Europe, that she
goes about alone and unattended, ie
not the whole came of the confu-
sion.
The similarity goes much fartheer. 4
They wear the same jewels and the
same toilets; they enjoy the aame
liberty of laughing and talking: they
read the same books: they have the
same gestures, the same full-blown •
beauty and, thanks to the inveytion
of the chaperon, there is not a the-
ater or restaurant party or tea to
nhich they do not go alone and at
the invitation of any man of their
acquaintances.
The younger the chaperon 'is the
better she is liked. The young wid-
ow or "grass nidow." that is the
young w,fe separated. divorced or
eimpla living away from bier husband.
tills 'hr conditions of the role to
perfection.
That is to say. three young girls. -
sitting in company with three young('
men ind the said chaperon at Del-0-
nionico's or taking tea syttli another
suing man, are is free a• if they ,
inol no one till gill..%Ver for them ex-
cept theinsitives. This habit of gov-
erning themselves without control to
responsible fur their retr.arkahle 'elf- .
assarallee.
'lime ihvorce snits ntsich the new.
tam. The issue is hotly contested papers publish in lull pro% c that thi•
and 'a is one of the most important young person hail as . Iiilleh good
matters now pending before congress tense a. she had beauty. I •
1 Tile Ilepburn-Dolliver tell has been •part, and after baying studied
'prepared to mate liquors in interstate con(hition* closely. I believe that ("-
Idea of the magnitude of the ,•ominerce, in original packages, 1 sub-
mpecan nut meat Industry .ay be bad it-et to the law• of states into Waicl.
when it is stated that in Ban Antoaio flies may have been shipped It i
(Ter.) alone there are 1.1•00 members a blow aimed straight at the just trade
•
of the Pecan Sheller,' union, a labor and the ilisidends of the expre•s coin
organization composed of men engaged pinks, lint thus far the blow has not
as a regular business in the bhelling been iltli.eeed. It is still a blue in
i mbeyo and if the house committee
on jteliciary continues to adjourn op•
Sonic
of pecan nuts and eat:as:Una the de-
licious kernels.
Not all of the pecan shelters is Ian
Antonio belong to th. unom. Thert
are several hundred other rnmn, eons-
en and cildren in that city who gala
a livelihood from the work. There
are branches of the Feeasa elieherie
(Abetunion in Austtn and several
towns of the state.
The pecan nut shelling season lasts
from October 1 to July I. 'rho row
crop of nuts begin to tune into mar-
ket about October 1, and from then
until January I the business if ex-
tracting the kernms Is very active
The kernels are shipped In large bulk
to New York, Sc Louis and other cit-
ies. where they are need by the con-
fectioners in the trianuIacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling Is a comparatively
new industry. It had its oriCa, so
Ear as its becoming a recognised
business is concerned, a few years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
'lurk visited Texas.
• He ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street veudore in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
important ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arranged for a
small shipment of the pecan meats to
be made to him.
The kernels were received in due
time, and the highest art of the cud,
maker was employed In their use. The
pecan candy became popular almost
.instantly, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
That was the beginning of an In-
dustry which now gives employment to
several thousand people. There Is a
big demand for the pecan kernels in
every large city in the country.
Indians Going to School.
The Indians of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are 260 students and no more
can be received until new buildings
under way are completed. It was only
a few weeks ago that the government
ordered the installation of a school at
old Fort MeDermitt, In, Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion Is
the Carson school.
touldn't say a word.
Mr. Ftrgosou (hutting Ja)—Thai




a soteig man of zo in 15 the l•
chanc ••• •.: liappincoi are to be
of a good English family and to si
at oxford. but for a yonng girl it
is to be horn au American, uith a
fatlwr who made his fortune in mines.
Tait* ay • or land •pccidation. and en-
ter Xv.s 'ork or ‘Va.41ington o•:f.:%.
under the wing of ex‘-elleitt :roni• • •
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REA.I. ESTATE AGENCY
#ADucAn REAL ETTA "o. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM i.Ma*
IIIICIP.THLY PAYMENT :-OTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFEIVIIRN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR II.
•
r,D(aq W, vahrstrAsula it.
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let • bend the house; you pay for it as yew
pay teat. Vacant lots in all parts of the city'. Nice lots c• the
proposed car arteries en Brood to mime depot Mid es Ales
streets from Spa to lino nth. Bay now on instalbaeat plot
while cheap. Trim k the highest ground In the city. Property to
at:wanting rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
llard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone y6g.
44164. a6+1114-411/4  +.1M-1-ft&44:104.ab41110,11Aiti
4
CO U LSO N
P LIMBED,
Steam and liot Water Heating.























































































A correspondent has 
expressed the
opinion that in the event of 
a war
'between England and Japan 
on the
-one hand and the United 
States and
-Germany on the other, France
 would
aide with the two co
mbatants first
named. It seetnypiore 
probable that
she would deciNF to remain 
neutral.
So far as we know, the 
subjcct has




ever, cannot have failed to 
observe
at an influential German 
newspaper,
generally accepted as a s
emi-official
organ, has declared that shou
ld the
'United States become involved 
in :
war with an Anglo-Japanese 
coalition,
fiermany would consult her own
ierestsi in determining her cour
se. and
that it certainly is not for her
 inter-
este to see the American navy 
driven
from the ocean. Commen
ting with
approval on this declaration, an 
im-
portant Vienna newspaper has 
said
that Austria's interests would 
impel
her to co-operate with Germany, 
even
ahottgli she might not be cons
trained
s1ic,1 a step by the text of the
iple alliatic. Such newspaper 
as-
eertionts do not, of course. co
mmit a
government or necessarily foreshadow
its intention, but, as we he se 
former-
ly said, it is incredible that 
Emperor
William would forego an oppo
rtunity
eif securing what he has striven 
pa-
'tielitly to gain, the good will of
 the
'American people.
l'Ite French, on their part, 
while
Oct are by temperanieut impulsive,
hase --been tigiglit by bitter expe
ri-
ence to count the cost before rush-
in4., into war, and commonoense would
make them recognize that in land op-
erations against Germany they would
inevitably be beaten, unless they
'should receive aid from Russia. That
"Russia would countenance any com-
bination which, if successful, would
have for its outcome the exaltation
of Japan is inconceivable Such a
liypotheils wonkl be on the face of
it a rcductio ad absurdum Undoubt-
edly the St. Petersburg government
would insist, in the contingency sup-
posed, that France should remain
strictly neutral and, willingly or un-
willingly. France would have to eield.
Why should anybody imagine that
Frenchmen would desire to combine
with Japan and Great Britain against
the United States They are under
no obligations to enter into %us+ a
coalition. An entente cordiale s-hould
not. of course, he confounded with
a treaty. The Anglo-French treaty
o put an end to a number of contro-
versies which had given trouble in
ehe past. but the only part of it which
has an bearing on the future is the
agreement that France should recog-
nize Britain's exercise of a tutelary
function in Egypt on condition that
the assertion of a similar protectorate
on the part of France in Morocco
elmuld be upheld In view of Ger-
many'• opposition, the condition could
not be and has not been fulfilled. The
corteideration not being foitheotning.
a very different arrangement from
that designed for Morocco having
been effected at Algeciras. it is at
least disputable whether the agree-
ment concerning Egypt is any longer
binding upon France
The entente cordiale. when not
based on great services offered and
accepted. is apt to prove ephemeral.
Two years ago an entente cordiale of
an apparently fervent sad certainly
effusive Land existed between Great
Britain and the United States, yet it
did not prevent Lord Lansdowne from
negotiating a treaty with Japan,
which at least would compel Great
Britain to remain neutral in a contest
between the Tokio government and
the United States even ifthe British
foreign office should argue—strange
argument—that the duty of protecting









• Recently Enlarged •
25,000 New Words
New Gazetteer of the World
with more than 1111,000 titles, booed on the
latest census returhs.•
Now IM *graphical Dictionary
containing the names of over 10.410 noted
pereons, detect htruspiteata, etc.
Edited byV. T. HARRIS, Ph.D., LLB,
United States Oommiedoner of Education.
2380 Quarto rages
Ib/w rear inettresissa • aka lanelloge
Needed In Every Home
Also %relater's Ceirseete teedeeery
MS Pam MN nisesetswi.
Rageter Edition 7 0004 blew. litiodibga
De Lore Edition si‘essisii; is. Prheel awe
awI plow, iss sibis paper. I beread'al blaakr
trams, isiodoweyWelekiss"Laystrearil pumpkins.
• 0.6 C. MERRIAM CO.. •
Publishers, dartaitfthld. Mass-
pines, Hawaii and *ow f @minima- Aims
not included in the "special inter-
ests" contemplated in the Anglo-Jap-
anese alliance. Any such interpreta-
tion of the treaty would be sure to
be repudiated. if, then, the entente
cordiale which two years ago exist-
ed between the United States and
Britain was, in the opinion of the
British foreign office, compatible with
the formation of the alliance with
Japan, what value will a cordial under-
standing with England have fur
France?
But for the fact that by acquiring
a large part of further India, France
has given a hostage to fortune and
has exposed herself to injury at the
hands of the Japanese, she could
doubtless be prevailed upon by her
Russian ally to become a supporter
of an American-German combination.
France, Germany and Russia might
co-operate today in the Atlantic with
as much propriety as they co-operat-
ed in 1895 in the Pacific. The dis-
memberment of Aleace-I.orraine IS
twelve years further off than it vsa•
then. France, however, might be ex-
cused for not wishing to risk the loss
of her large possessions in Indo-
China. which have cost her so much
and which have but recently begun
to be remunerative.
We incline to think, then, that in
the event of a war between Japan and
the United States the French repub-
lic wauld be neutral, although it
would be subjected probably to very
strong pressure in favor of an act-








'The tour ni observation was not
confined to any one section of the city
and ths reporter and his party in the
course of it found themselves journey-
ing out Florissant avenue toward
O'Fallaii park. It was in this vkin
ity that a funeral, the slowest thrny
O n wheel., eupposably, was approach-
ed As the procession passed. the
automobile equipped with the speed
°meter filed in at the rear
There wa% no lashing of horses on
the part of drivers nor undue exer-
tion displayed by the equines, but
the speedometer registered ten miles
an hour and presently jumpd to elev-
en mile%J. hovtring between Mime
two points for several blocks.
It is prescribed in the city ordi-
nances that no vehicle shall travel
at a greater speed than iie miles an
hour in the parks. so Forest park
was included in the tour to nee just
what six miles means The only ve-
hicles. including automobiles, which
were keeping within the limit were
those standing still.
Carriages containing pleasure seek-
ers drove at ten, twelve and even fif-
teen miles an hour A smart rig, with
a lively-stepping horse, driven by :
young woman, was trailed by the
observation automobile, and it wa!
found ta be adding about eight miles
an hour to the park speed limitations.
The horse was not being urged.
Relative to the street cars, it was
found that every one is going at :
greater speed than the law pre-
scribes. In the district downtown
where the cars ere limitea to a ten-
mile F,pced, it was found that they
were making lifteer. and in the dis-
tricts where the cars are allowed fif-
teen miles an nour !t was found that
they were making twenty. and, in
two or thres instances, twenty-five
miles an hour.
A Broadway car was trailed from
Olive street and Broadway north, on,
of the most ccngested streets in thr
city, and it was found to be running
fifteen miles an hour as far north an
Cass avenue. and beyond that point :
speed of twenty and twenty-two miles
an hour was aitained at points.
The same true of the. Olive
street cars. One, trailed west from
Broadway. averaged ten and twelve
miles en hour to Twelfth street. after
which fifteen, sixteen and seventeen
miles became a 'common record
while from Jeffesson avenue west
tSventy-mile clips became 'he usual.
Funeral processions, delivery stag-
in' and all manner of vehicles are
exceeding the speed limit of eight
miles an hour. says the St. Louis Re-
public. This limit applies only to
automobiles. The only regulation of
other vehicles is one which prohibits
reckless driving.
A Republic reporter, in an automo-
bile with a speedometer, yesterday
tested the speed of various sehicle
in all parts of the city and found that
nearly all of them were moved with-
out regard to limitation of speed
Even a funeral procession, brought
test of the speedometer
to be no exception to the
•A "Carl Schurz memorial profes-
sorship" is to be established at the
Univetsity of Wisconsin as a result
of the movement recently started in
Milwaukee by a number of promi-
nent German-Americans. The plan is
to raise an endowment of $5o,000, the
income of whieh will be used for the
establishment of an annual course of
lectures to be given by prominent
professors of German universities.
Some knowledge is purchased only
•
L. & N. TO BUILD
TO PADUCAH
From Providence, Giving Continuous
Through Line From Louisville
and Opening Up Vast Coal
Prperties.
(Henderson Journal.)
It is now given out in an indirect
way that the L, & N. company has
changed its original plan and will
build from Providence to Paducah,
giving a direct through line from
Louisville to that city via the Hen-
derson Route to Irvington, thence to
Fordsville, thence to Hartford, Ohio
county, thence to Madisonville and
Providence to the big Purchase city.
Already the L. & N. operates a
line from Madisonville to Providence,
a distance of sixteen miles. The
change has been made in the route
west of Providence. Instead of build-
ing the road from Providence to
NE:tricot, as first intimated, it will be
built ti Princeton, where two lines of
the Illinois Central cross. From
Princeton the line will be built to
Paducah, a distance of tifty miles, and
from there to Metropolis, Ill., where
l
a northern connection will be made.
The line from Madisonville to
Princeton will penetrate the richest
coal field of the state, which so far
has had but poor outlet. What the
Louisville & Nashville railroad com-
pany is after is a direct hue from the
coal fields of Western Kentucky ti
Louisville, which it has not now.
The Illinois Central has practically
had a monopoly on the coal business
from Western Kentucky to Louisville
up to this time. No one thing has
had so much to do with the recent
scarcity of coal and of cars. 'Two
lines penetrating the coal, fields will
give a better outlet and give all oper-
ators a chance to put their coal upon
the Lewisville market.
QUEER THINGS IN NATURE
The taste for perfume ie older than
history. Wc can imagine the primi-
tive woman crushing the petals of
of the wild flowers and rub-
bing Cie juices upon her skin to en-
hance her attractiveness. Doubtless
there were even sorts of fashions in
those daes—sometimes the stron-
scented musk, sometime-a the seduc-
tive wild syringe, sometimes the pun-
gent myrrh. lint at any rate her se-
lection must then have bccn limited.
Her daughter of the present day has
a far larger field. The number of
perfumes, natural and artificial, at the
disposal of a woman of fashion runs
into many hundreds. This, of course,
only applies to those known to the
market, hut there is no means of tell-
ing how many women use scents
made from private formulae. This
cuetoin originated in Paris, but now
all the world over these individual per-
fumes are compounded. A Parisien-
ne goc% from shop to shop, trying
various kinds. Then without even
letting her best friends know mixes
and blends, adding a little lees of
this, a little more of that, until the
result meets her satisfaction, and in
adopted for her very own. However,
there is no doubt that violet holds
first place in public favor in the high
places as well as the fow. It is
known to be the favorite of the em-
press of Russia. She is reported to
spend more than $to,000 a year on
toilet waters, soaps, powders and per-
fumes In addition to this the flowers
are grown fresh for her use. Special
beds of violets are cultivated in the
palace grounds. They are picked dai-
ly between 5 and 7 o'clock in the
evening, when they are supposed to
give forth the most delicate odor,
and brought in great baskets to her
majesty's room:, where they are used
to perfume her bath.
At yet another European court the
same scent predominates. Queen Mar-
gherita of Italy during her recent vis-
it to Paris laid in a large stock of
violet essences
The greatest drug store in the
world will be found in one of the
most backward countries on the globe.
It exists in Moscow and is 203 years
old. Its title is the Old Nikolska
pharmacy and since 1833 it has been
in the family of the present proprie-
tor. It is a binding of imposing di-
mensions with many departments, in-
cluding one of professional education
for the staff, which numbers mo per-
sons. They make up about 2000 pre-
scriptions a day and so perfect is the
organization that an error is seldom
recorded.
When a blacksmith was asked how
much he would charge for shoeing a
horse he demanded only r cent for the
first nail, 2 cents for the second nail,
4 cents for the third nail and so on
through the thirty-two nails in the
horse's shoes. The owner of the
horse at once accepted the terms of
the .contract, but found it impossible
to pay the bill, for the amount reach-
ed the 'sum of 2,984,257,20 cents by
the time the job was completed.
A simple way to detect the adulter-
ation laf ice Cream with corn starch
is to dissolve a little of the ice cream
in water and then add a few drops of
the tincture of incline. The colintioos
will at once turn blue if there ie
st-70.1 in be cream. a'
IS A GRAND OW RULER.
Maim. Franz Josef, limpestr•_of Aso.
triz and King of Hun--
•&17.
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring factions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
speet and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, hts demoeratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
uess and his sterling sense of justiza
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him.
self with a "quick lunch" brought to
him at the desk in his study. Frans
Jebel to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and dressing—never
takes him longer than half an hour;
and as the emperor does not ears for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colocel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent sb!opting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appears in a short Mili-
tary cloak, with a pealtiess soldier's
cap.
Erety let of this remarkable old
man's life is conducted with military
precision. On the -very stroke of flys
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, some
cold :neat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six he Is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was a cozy sitting.:oom,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo-
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chalet
and Door reveal the roola s true put%
pose.
Just above the emperor's writing
table hangs x portrait of his lat.:: cuu
sort. Empress Elizabe:h, who was
stabbed to the heart with a Ale by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago Alas! this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed the unfortunate house of
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and !Write-
terial reports are read to him, and se
carefully does he go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon con.
tradictions between clauses, which
have entirely escaped those who have
drafted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
•
Neighborly Borrowing Has its
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks, who lived on the thirc
floor. had quarreled with the Dashes
who 'teed on the ewconit The un
fortunate affair had apparently etude,
with the return of numerous household
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Faulk
had borrowed from the easy-
going Mrs. Blank. The list. however
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella. and Mrs. Staab
vowed she would not lower herself to
ash even for her own property, relattes
the New York World.
Blank, being a man's man, kept but of
tie quarrel. but Dash being more or leas
henpecked, was drawn into it by his
wtfe.
The other night Blank came hotoe tn
lind his wife In tears.
"Wh-what do you think. James?
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me deed
VS day."
"Oh, well, what do you care? He
len't worth noticing"
"It wasn't the cut but the way he did
IL" sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the °lice.'
"I had to stop and speak to the ,',..nitor
so Mr. Dash and I came face to face on
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
own daughter's umbrella over his head.
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed' in a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town- for Lawyer's Fee.
An old comrade of Private Baleen's
In Washington county, 0., sent for him
to try a case in 1870. The case was tried
In a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an acistrse judgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Dalzell
happened to win the case. Whet: the
justice of the peace announced Coe de-
cision the crowd rose and cheertd, and
one bold fellow proposed they would
build a town on the spot and ea/I It
Delsell," and it har been done—one of
the handsomest little villages In Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said Miss De
Kure, "I don't care to meet any new
young men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss (lead's;
"you're select all of a sudden,"
*dm," replied Miss De Mitre, Vane-
tag dreamily at her new ring; "I've
sparely bees selecte4 $14 Of • 1111161101
IN THE sctiqp. CITY. '
Workings of a New Experiment la
the Self Government of
the Young.
The writer was present a few weeks
ago when the first school city was
organized in Boston by Wilsou L. Gill,
*the inventor and founder of the sys-
tem, writes Frank Pearson', in Con-
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
mously and enthusiastically to adapt
the Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
It with various provisions against dile
order, destruction or injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable discre-
tion in the election of their (Akers.
The mayor was a bright-faced girl
df twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
it meant to her to be mayor of Han-
cock sohool, she said: "It means to
see that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that May must
have good conduct. They must be
clean and neat in their dress and
habits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody.'
"That is a great task. Aren't yew
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and Clear:
"No, for I think they are all good
citizens."
Mary Finn, the judge, said: "I
shall warn citizens who don't behave,
and If that does no good I shall pun-
ish them. They must behave."
The whole discipline of the ached
is put into the hands of the pupils
The teachers give Instruction,, and
advice when it is needed, and the
chaste responsitIllity and authority are
always with them. But the students
make laws and really govern them.
selves, although there is an author
ity above them, just as a grown-ur
city governs itself, although the lees
lature may at any time revoke its
charter.
In fact, there is more real self gov.
ernment in these school cities than
in most of our large cities. Foy
there is no apathy in the school city,
no stay-at-home vote, no political ma
chine or boss.
There is no graft in the school city,
no boodle on the council, no "under.
standing" between the police and
wrongdoers. The ten year-old ludge
and the twelve-year-old mayor are ate
solutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mind
is plastic, open to the full force of
considerations of right and justice and
free from commercial motives sad
other influences that in later life so
often interfere with the duties of
citizenship. The lore of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by recog-
nition of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitations for the
public good. Respect for law and au-
thority is developed. The sense of
Notice is strengthened and the 'edictal
attitude of mind is cultivated.
The results have bees excellent in
every way. eioth conduct and schoi-
arskip are greatly improved. DWI*.
dience is pulled up by the roots. Tab.
lie sentiment ranges itself on the side
of Law when the public makes the
law. A breach of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien gov-
ernment, but as an injury and an in-
sult to the community. Even the
most disorderly schools have been re
duced to good conduct by the instits
lion of the school city.
Breaking thi
Winter in the mountains is severe
In its restrictions. Sledging and travel
ever the snow-banked trails are lins
ited to bare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and packing them down.
When the runners sing intermittent-
ly in high, thin voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around his overcoat
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. BO
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat
tie and a venture with a sudden
termination banging just entre
Thousands of tow of !new up the
mountain sides hang on a triggez
that can be sprung by the sigh of
• breeze or the rolling of a pine cella
and in summer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win
ter's tadight. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trail—a lit-
tle ruffed thread of white from up
above, but a hard day's work for a
man.—Outing.
Curious English Almshouse.
The most curious almshouse fa
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
chester. There eight old ladies live
actually in the church, which Is a fine
old building dating from 1680. It was
originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it tato an almshouse, to
eadttre as long as almshouses exist,
The old ladies have two neat little
rooms each down the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, watet
and gas. At one end of the chureh
Is the chapel, where daily services are
held. The choir stalls are beautifully
carved old oak, the original seats that
the monks used. The church stands
In a quiet little square.
Last Addition. •
"This fat Is so fearfully 'small,"
complained th s-!plicant. "Do you
think we could i; A, enough breath la
tt to live on?"
"0, yes!" said the agent. -1r is
thoroughly provided with compressed




Discussion has begun again of the
germs in telephone receivers and
transmitters, and yesterday an agent
for a New York, firm was visiting
the health officer, says the Louisville
Herald. Dr. Allen was asked to in
dorse a patent for disinfectinis-
mitters by a device which sheets the-
rubber over with highly polish alu-
minum and the germs are believed to
he absorbed by a substance under
the metal, composed of menthol, thy
mol, formaldehyde and eucalyptus,
"I took this up some years ago,"
said Dr. Allen, "as I believe that
there is more danger in the transmis-
sion of germs by telephone than in
any other way so far discriminated
against. Of course, every day depos-
its of small germs are breathed into
the transmitter and are taken off by
the next user without any danger to
him. But when we consider how
many people witli consumption or
even loathsome diseases are 'permit-
ted to use telephones through their
universal granting, we can begin to
realize the danger.
"Any disinfectant should be applied
to the receiver as well, for if a per-
son with an eruptive disease places
the receiver to his ear the next user
who has the slightest ebrasion on
his ear will contract that trouble.'
"Only begin to think of the places
where telephones are permitted.
Young men in particular use these
'phones, perhaps, without a thought
of daager. Yet many inexplicable
cases of malignant ailments can come
from this source; and even the ad-
vice of the company is to put your
mouth within half an inch of the
mouthpiece."
While Dr. Allen could not indoree
the agent's advice without making a
thorough examination, he explained
that he jiad often believed in legisla-
tion ott the subject of germ-filled tele-
phones.
"Some measures should be taken to
insure clean telephones," said Dr. Al-
len "There is no question that germs
are transmitted in this manner, and
if nothing else were in the question
the place: where telephones are per-
mitted sithout restriction makes the
peril praminent eriougt."
The first Farmers' alliance conven-
tion in Liberia. Africa, wae recently
held at Monrovia, the capital. As a
result. the African Agricultural
World, published in that city, says
that 1:iberia's agricultural resources
are to be developed
Spending Money.
Statistics have been gathered late-
ly to show 'that we are Ow richest
nation on earth and well we 'teed'
to be, because we are the freest
spenders. It is estimated that $1,-
coo,00n a day is bet during the racing
season. A million dollars a month
is squandered for 'peanuts and pop-
corn. In Chicago $too.000 a week is
spent for theater tickets. Two mil-
lion dollars was spent last year for
golf delis arid halls. Twenty-five
million dollars is spent in California
alone annually by tourists and so.000
Americans go to Paris each year. But
what's the uee of money, anyway, if




Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. 24.—T he
Tradesman reports the following new






Bells v ue —$15o,000 building and
loan company.
Burg iti--$1o,000 warehouse coin-
pa fly.
TENNESSEE—Chattanooga. $5,-'
000 suspender company; $12,000 land










$5oo,000 asphalt company; $loo.00e
soap factory.
Nashville—$15.000 stave and lum-
ber company.
'Newport--$4o.000 chair factory.
Why We Mount from the Left.
It is customary to mount a horse
front the left side because, in the
days-when a sword was an essential
part of a ,man's dress and hung at
the left side, mounting from the right
side would have necessitated taking
hold of the scabbard and placing it
over the saddle with the hand needed
to assist in mounting. By mounting
from the left side the sword hang
clear and alloiCed easier and more
graceful action.—Baltimore American.
Large sardine canneries have been
started at Nagasaki, Japan. with a
view to exporting the fish to Europe.
The flavor, however, is not good, and
the prices are too high as yet to toma









litt Register Building, 523 Broadway
241aES E. WILHELM, President
§OHN WIVIELM, Treasurer
**BERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
entered at the Posioffice of Padu-
a.. Ky., as second-class mail matter
- 
One Year 
Silt Months  2.50
Tee Months  1-2S
Oile week .10
yone /ailing to receive this paper
l, should report the matter to
Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumbertanti 318.
, ANNOUNCEMENTS.
t City jailer..e are authorized to announce the
Ididacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
' er,-s-iibject to the action of the
. ocratic par'.
y
'e are authorized to announce the
ididacy of Wi T. (Billy) Reed for
jailer, subject to the action of
democratic party.
l
Wet are authorized to announce the
a
in
dida-cy of Sam L. Beadles for city





We are authorized to announce
torge W. Landram, of Livingston
tante-. as a candidate for railroad
C
nonissioner from the First Rail-
ad district of Kentucky; subject to
1 r. action of the democratic party.
F--Amy Morning. January 35. tgoy.
—
Republican Childishness.
The deadlock in the board of alder-
rn is still on. At the meeting of thatly last night a few ballots demon-
r
ated that no election of a president
a. in sight. With four republicans
d three democrats in attendance.
the republican candidate voted for one
(hi his republican colleagues, while
lam democrats stood pat for there
.Candidate who is confined to His bed
with illness.
:A new tack, however, n as taken byw'  republicans Vsho questioned the
e gibility of the Oen of Alderman
4.kmith to hold his seat. This ques-
eli.;n the aity clerk was unable to de-
1 ale at the time and a recess or ad-surnment was taken until today.There is .nothing to the question
in
9k
sect by the SlIpthficans. Mr. J.
. Little was du* elected an alder-
by the qualifsei.vmers of the
'ir'ty at the latr;.14tStmber election
1111.1,i his electioo cettified to the city
ifierk. He took the4oath and in every
Lay qualified forrille bffice, therebyally. succeeding one, of the alder-
*Ito *ho *was defeated in November.
ztii January, Alderman-elect Little
'resigned and filed hisewritten resigna-
Ilion with the mayor, who is the prop-
& r offienesetier•eteeive smsignations of
itj‘ of
T 
e eted by the people.




.he mayor, "di; the charter the
power to fill itiervaeancies is vested
in the mayor. lder the charter the
officers-elect fisliliktP• the duties of
their officers troi.tbc first Monday inie. • -
Lir 34)'; FEL that day Mr. Littic.. be
it 
-
ele a Member of the general colun-
atiffailffealleAlajtatalefeafter lie -resigned?
llotolbr. Thursday evening
when the board Of aldermen met in
rr gular session and to organize.
Mayor .Yeiser, after the board had
lien called to Ofill4, read Mr. Little,s.
-reeignation,. ;and itninediataly age
neenced the appointment . of Mai
;Frank B. Smith v to the vacancy. Mk.
t. 
. Smith having taken the oathof ofti&t
am'. coalifird, took his seat and par-.
t:cipated in the efforts to organie%
ethe. board. • • •
' s'The eltariet sets forth the qualifi-
cations of -members of the general
•couneil, all of which Mr. Smith pop-
and no one has entered a
•
sesses,
—11WIFRII.for "his -teat,-and -the law hav-
ing been olryed in exery .particutar
no valid grjugds exists for questioin;
ine his eligibility or his right to a
seat,,ia that body.- Mre Little's !elec.
t:on, was regular; :his qualifying for
office was legal; his eight to 'resign
no one can question. The mayor
could not refuse to accept the resigna-
tion, and having .accepted •it, it be-
came his duty to appciint come one'




A few days ago a man in Michigan
on to a railroad track and
snatched a little child front under
thc wheels of an approaching train.
lie was arrested, taken before a
police magistrate and tined $5s for
trespassing on the railroad's property.
*5*
Last night a gentleman made the
billowing statement In The Register
office:
"I was at police court in this city
recently ricl ... v• neped the trial of
)1 'obtaining goodsa negro 9 irgq
under false pretense.
"The negro swortithat he went to
a merehiiit One* Saturiasey• - morning
end purchasatl 85 ientli Worth of
goods, saying he would pay for the
goods in the evening when he got
his money.
' He received word during the day
that a relative—probably his mother
or wife's mother—had died in a
oeighboring town. He took his wife
and attended the funeral, arriving in
the city on the following Monday.
-When he called on, the merchant
to ray his tall he was told that the
matter had been placed in the hands
of the officers.
"He was arrested on the 'obtaining
goods' charge, and failing to give




I do not vouch for the truthfulness
of the above story, but here is a
case in yesterday's police court:
In the pure food exhibition was a
common buggy .wheel, gaily decor-
ated, swung so that when revalved
it would stop ' at certain numbers.
Twelve paddles with numbers thereon
were sold for five cents per paddle.
When the wheel was spun, and
stopped at a number, the correstohd-
* g number an the paddle vircw thei
.
rize of a box of chndy araftied at
. e enormous sum of sixty cents.
. The city officials declared the de-
ice tO Alt gairrblingt, 4 warrant was
sued, t%e'rttin aireitk and as he
ad no monei.tisCiaki-•hia fine, hay-
mg,,  he says, just been released from
a hospital, he is now in jail.
r . • •,
' it may, or may not, be true that
other gambling games are being run
.in the city where much larger sums
are won and lost, but it is an undis-
'toted fact,recordtd daily in the news-
;:papers, that. games are played at
)he residences for prizes rangiteg in
ice from a few cents-to many doh-
ars—card parties.
• There -are other instances—but, in
the classic language of the small boy:
"Aw, what's the use." • •
• 'MAN ABOUT' TOWN.
seseing no disability was appointed
as prescribed* bY law, and took his
seat according to law.
These facts, no doubt the reptib-
lie:.ns will admit, and if so they must
rest their challenge on the board not
being organized at the time Mr.
Smith took his seat. That very fact,
however, prevents the republicans
from raising the question at this time
Iii order to inquire into the eligibility
or qualifications of a member the
board must first be organized, and
thc rules prescribe that the cite clerk
passes upon the eligibiffty of the
members, their election or appoint-
ment being certified to him. The
clerk has recognized Mr. Smith as
a member of the board, and thni
may way to oust, Alderman
Smith, is by formal charges to thek
board of aldermen and by a vote of
that body to unseat him, but this
cannot be_done until the board orgaiiP
lees We have merely argued tins
matter from the standpoint whicie
stems to he occupied by 'the repub-
1;tans, but as stated at the outset.
there ie nothing to the point they
have raised.
If sonic tine was contesting with
A'alcrman Smith for the seat, the
city clerk might then inquire into the
matter amid pass upon the ciSime of
each. hut in the absence of such con-
tset, the election and resignation of
lir. Little, and the appointment and
qualifying of Mr. Smith must be ac-
accepted by the clerkb which settles
accepted by the clerk which settles
the matter at this time. and if. after
the organization of the board that
body sees fit to question the right
of .any member to a scat in it, the
board may do so in the manner pre-
scribed by law and such rules as the
board may adopt.
But to return to the main point and
the only point in the whole matter,
;.rd that is Alderman Smith'" right
to assume the duties of his office.
The law fixes the number of aldermen
for Paducah at . eight. The board
eatieut consist of less than eight for
all necessary provisions have been
wade to elect or appoint that num-
.•city is entitled to eight
aldermen and when a citizen is either
duly elected. or appointed, and quali-
fies according to law, that moment
lie becomes possessed with all the
rights and privileges enjoyed by
elc.h and every member of the board,
and the privilege of votingssin the
organz.ation of that hod): is one of
the highest enjoyed by the members
of that body. If the republican mem-
Le-:rs have the right to question Alder-
man Smith's right to participate in
the orgaThization of' the board, he has
the very same right to question the
right of the others to that privilege.
To put the matter in another light,
we wish to be directed to that por-
tion. of .the •charter which denies the
Isawful , appointee of the mayor the
right to assume the duties of the
lite until after the board is organ-ized: 'Thci e is no such law.
Now for sake' of argument, suppose
Alderman Smith couhl not legally
take his seat until after the board
is organized, and three more of the
rtembers should resign, that would
lave only four aldermen to. consti-
hoe the board, or one-half of the
number prescribed by law, their how
'in the world would the board ever be
organized? It would take five votes
to elect. The city is entitled to eight
aldermen at all times, yet the retanb-
beans question that right, at this
Lime. The illustration we cite shows
how ridiculous the contention ai the
publicans appears. -
Mr. Smith is a full fledged alder-
man, and no lass lid grounds exist for
the childish act of the republicans
The Modern Spint Triumphs Over
Nature.
(Chicago Examiner.)
There is one hopeful fact apparent
through the stupendous disasters :hat
have overtaken the world in the last
few months, and that is the cheerful
optimism with which the sufferers
have gone about the work of rebuild-
ing their broken cities.
The spirit of progress has made a
race of men and women that cahnot
be defeated, or even disheartened. by
:71C re accident', however appalling.
This was shown by San Francisco is
a manner that thrilled the world. It
is again revealed by Kingston A
single instance illustrates the man-
ner in which the people of the West
Indian city are meeting the situa-
tion. Sir Alfred Jones, after a liar,
row escape on his own part, coolly
gave orders for the immediate erec-
tion of hundreds of temporary wood
en structures for the housing of the
city's homeless. In the midst of this
he paused long enough to give a
cheering interview. Here is the ring
of true modern courage:
"You can take my word for it this
calamity will not interfere in the least
with the progress and prosperity of
the island," he 'aid. "The produce
and products of the country have not
been interfered with in the slightest
degree. The houses that have been
destroyed arc mostly old and deserved
to be destroyed. The prosperity of
the island, I repeat, has not been af-
fected."
After all, the making of men is th.
chief bUtiness of the world; riled% who
have the divine secret of mastery over
whatsoever may befall. To such men
the accidents of the outward world
arc but incentives and challenges to
their own courage and resource.
San Francisco's "Barbary Coast,"
like its Chinatown, is being re-erected
on the old site, thus fulfilling the pre,
dictions of those who said that the
good resolutions made after the fire




Auditor of Waters-Pierce Oil Com-
pany Forced to Give
Evidence.
Austin, Tex., Jan. 24.—Acting tinder
authority granted him by the Texas
anti-trust law, Count'' Attorney
Brady late yesterday afternoon had
H. Naudain. ;pie of the auditors of
the Waters-Pierce Oil company at St.
Louis, who is in this city, brought
before Judge J. D. Moore, justice of
the peace, in order to have hits tes-
tzfy as to the auhenneity 'of docu-
mentary evidence held' by the stale in
connection with the Waters-" ere
Oil company, and which will be used. .in the Jorthcoining anti-trust wensboro and Henderson as mem- A
now playing a prominent part in prove a strong one. There would 13C
portation, which has.been an import- '
stockholders payable on demand.
the investigation of eSenator J. W• no long jumps,'and the cost of trans-Dailey by the legislative, committee.'
Mr. Naudain, through his attorneys, ant and serious item to the teams in IJudge J. D. Johnson of St. leouis the Kitty league, will be considekablyand Judge R. L. Penn of, this*ity.
reduced. The salary limit would be exerted every effort to refrain from
pa sing tlpon the authenticity oi tlie
ivouln oceive good ball is assured.
papers, but . he was finally forced to
do so by court order, the ruling being
that the anti-trust law of Texas
gtanted the prosecution the right 'to
get any statement from anyone con-
cerning cases at any time that they
could secure witnesses, as it was im-
possible that Naudain would be with-
out the jerisdiction of the state courts
when the case was called for trial in
March, it. was deemed advisable to
secure the evidence whenever pos-
sible.
Among the facts elicited from Mr.
Naudain was that the notations on
a voucher drawn in favor of Henry
& Stribbling of Texas for ji.soo, part
of the documentary evidence was
placed there by Naudain himself on
the date stated in the notation, and
that the various signatures on other
checks and vouchers, the genuineness
o: which had been questioned, were
genuine. His evidence is claimed to
have established that the various
vouchers and other documents in the
pc:session of the attorney-general of
Texas are not forged and have not
been altered, but are correct records
of transactions between the NVaters-




GUESTS OF HOTEL CRAIG
TENDER DANCE TO THEIR
FRIENDS TONIGHT.
City Jailer Thomas Evitts Yesterday
Celebrated His Fiftieth Birthday
—Church Entertainment.
The guest.: of Hotel Craig, of Fifth
end Jefferson streets, will this even-
ing entertain their friends with a de-
1 Ightful dance, it being one of thei-
tharming series they have been giv-
ing this winter.
Crescendo Club.
A tine time was had tis
cenddo club, which met
afternoon at. the studio of
ginia Newell at The Inn






#sterday was the fiftieth anniver-
-ary of the birth of tity Jailer
Thomas Evitts and in a quiet way
it v:as celebrated in the family circle
aeith a sumptuous spread at the
home beside the city hall at Fourth
:old Kentucky.
Thc jailer is strong and healthy and
believes he will be here for another
fifty, as he feels like he is only about
tnenty now. A though only hatch a
century old he has been a Democrat
for forty-three years. as ever since he
was( old enough to lisp he has been
t.ought to speak nothing but de-
mocracy.
Church Entertainment.
The Church Furn:shing society of
the First Christian church gives its
lentertainmene ells !evening at the
home of hfirs. J. •IC. Bondurant on
Sixth and Harrison streets, and every-
body is invited out to attend, as a
fine program will be rendered. It is
to- benefit of the society treasury
P. D. C. Club Meets.
The P. la. C. club will be enter-
tained tomorrow afternoon by Miss
Elizabeth Setaree• at their home on
Fourth and Monroe streets.
MAY INDICT CITY OFFICIALS
Mayor of Springfield. Ill.. and Others
Accused of Diverting Funds.
Springfield, Ill., Jan. 24.—Oppon-
enti of the present city administration
today Made an effort before the
Sangamon county grand jury to bring
about the indictment of Mayor Harry
Devereaux, former City Comptroller
James Hall and Cagy Treasurer Wil-
liam Dowing on charges of the mis-
appropriation of city funds.
The officials are accused of divert-
ing from certain of the regular fundi
of the city some $5o,000 with which
*o ray off indebtedness of long stand-
ing against the city.
It is not charged that they used the
money for their own benefit, but that
in paying off the floating indebtedness
with this money there was a viola-






OUTFIT SEIZED AND EIGH-
TEEN ARRESTS WERE
MADE.
Honduras Lottery Printing Establish-
ment at Mobile Con-
fiscated.
Mobile, Ala., Jan. a,.—Secret ser-
vice men from Washington, aided by
customs officials of this city, made
raid on the printing office of the
Honduras Lottery company, in this
city, and confiscated everything in the
establishment and caused the arrest
of L Pinac and Lewis Graham of
New Orleans and eighteen employes
including pressmen, printers and
packers. The raid was made at a
hoe hour last night and the officials
rnel men were detained in the office
of United States Marshal G. B. Deans
until this morning. They were allow-
ed to go on bonds until the district
attorney fixes a date for a hearing
before the United States commis-
sioner. The raid was planned a num-
ber of months ago, but evidence suf-
ficient to convict the members of the
company of a violation of the inter-
state commerce act was not secured
until last night. The boat bringing
the list of drawings arnved in Mobile
yesterday, and as soon as she touched
at the wharf the officers were on the
alert. The quickly saw the work
of printing going on ,and then follow-
ed the packed boxes of lists to the
etion depot, and secured the names
of parties to whom they were shipped
and obtained the information that
they were going out of the state of
Alabama After securing the evidence
they went directly to the printing of-
fice and made the arrest and placed
a deputy mrashal in charge of the es-
tablishment.
A similar raid was made here about
eighteen months ago, when a large
&mount of lottery lists were seized
on board the steamer Hiram, cooing
from Puerto Cortez, Honduras. No
arrests were made at that lime.
FROM NASHVILLE TO
THE CITY OF MEMPHIS.
- ---
Movements for Such an Enterprise
Put on Foot in Memphis.
Memphis, Tenn, Jan. .4.--A move-
ment is on foot in this city to have
a public highway built between Nosh-
%file and Memphis. At the 'instiga-
tion of the directors of the Memphis
Easiness Men's club, W. A. Bickford.
president of that institution, has sent
a communication to Gov. Patterson
urging him to recommend to the
state legislature the construction of
such a public road.
At a business afen's dub meeting
held yesterday H. W Brennan, a lo-
cal contregting engineer, discussed
the project, pointing out the benefits
that could be.derived from such a line
of communication between the two
largest cities in the state
The telegram sent by President
Bickford follows:
"Inspired by your expressions and
laoking to the development of the
agricultural interests of West Tennes-
see and to the promotion of closer
relations between Nashville and hfem-
phis with all intermediate points, the
Business Men's club launched a move-
ment looking to the construction by
the state of Tennessee of a public
highway from Nashville to Memphis,
under such good roads legislation at
the present assembly shall provide."
It Ina) be a good thing for human-
ity's vanity that the lower animals
cannot express their opinions of us.
COG RAILROAD UP
HION MOUNTAIN
As there is scateelamp ori interi
citing railway of equal sag in the
country than the three-mile cog road
built from the base to the summit oi
Mt. Washington, one can readily be-
lieve that its officials, !iailicititrly its
superintendent, mast be utferraiting,
too, says the Boston Gipliic,.... ,.
When the cog road is tint in . .r:4
tion, or when the roadbed te, ea -
ceiving attention before the .begie-
ning and after the cud of the 'season
the superintendent, John Horne,
busily engaged in the machine shops
of the Boston & Maine at Lakeport.
pied to discuss the 1400.:Vdeshialgtoil
thhfro;frrot.ultohronirn)e.. is never too much occu-
railway, and he • knows the sts,bject
Home hia been connectedth,
the Mt. Washington road lor 32
years; the last twelve as superin-
tendent. He is a native of Yorkshire,
England, and is a man of remarkable
mechanical ability, which he has fona4
opportunity to demonstrate in many
ways during his connection witlythis
unique road. ,
'As ;he oldest official of the road •
Mr. Home's retninisoences ase most
entertaining and more particularly do
they i.npress one when, 15:44 by him
in the course of conversstion. for Mr.
home's is a rrost pleisiltai,atatargrsa-
tionalist. • .
"Our engines up. there ...on the
mountain," said Mt.- Horne.. "have
a great deal of work to do, and ;bey
work hard; in fact, I have come to
regard them all, I suppoet, as g phy-
sician in regular practice regards his
patients.
aro so different front the
. ‘ I . I ,
ordin-ay 1st:clone that even the best
and finest engineers—I mean those
interested in mechanics—from all over
the world, %shun they arrive at the
brie of Mt. ‘Vashington are attracted
to the little, puffing engine that is to
carry tLeni upward.
"The first engine built for the Mr
Washington railway had an upright
bodes a ith no water feeding drake
so that the crew would fill it up when
martin,. go ai. far as safety permit.-
ted. and then let the steam go down
and fill s up tgain.
"The engines now in use have boil-
ers somewhat ihorter than the ordi-
nary locom.:tive boiler, and the front
end is set in the frame 18 inches low-
er than the lack. so as to strike a
medium between the lower and sharps
C r grades. The first engine was lent
to the It. & 0. railroad and tothibit-
ed at the Chicago fair an opt. At
the cl.oke 4 if the exposition it was pre-
sented to the Field museum.
-As to the power of these engines,
let me give you an illustration. Take,
for instance, a block of granite that,
lying on the ground, weighs eighteen
tons Now uridertake to lift it to the
top of a building arao feet high in
seventy minutes If you succeeded it
would be called a great feat. We do
that practically every trip up the
mountain.
"No steam is used in coming down
the mountain, gravity alone doing the
work and the machinery holding
bac', All the steam generated comes
from a line stream of water admitted
to the cylinders as a lubricant, and
the compressing air which heats the
walls of the cylinder causes the steam
On a rise of nearly woo feet to the
mile a test has shown that the horse-
power transmitted to both cog wheels
WU 517.
"Th-re were some small motintain
railways built heeler This tits 10. .
Washington was thought of. but there




ever claimed construction as orig-
One touch of the ludieres makes
the whole world grin
CONDESSILD STATILM/NT OF
MECHANIC'S QIN FARMER'S -
SAVINGS BANK
Piot/cm, KENTUCKY
At Close of Rosiness December 31, 1906.
RBIOURCES.
Loans and Discounts   179063 97
Stocks and Bonds   r .  2,1#00.0o
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures •••,   9,080.17
Cash and Exchange  $6,709.95
t 4
." y - -
LIABILITIES.
um: 11111111U
Clarksville, Tenn., Jan. 24.—A move
probably will be started in this city
looking to the organization of a base-
ball league for the coming season.
The Kitty league, with which Clarks-
ville was at one time connected, has
'gone through and it is planned to or-
ganize a league with Clarksville, Hop-
insville, Bowling Green, Springfield,










against the company. This testimonY • bers. This league would doubtless earnings of the past
dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
six months, and credited to Ake
Z.
low, and with the support the teante
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
.1•••••••••  














































































































"ALL PEOPLE WANT IS
CHANCE AT REPUBLICANS."
r -
THIS AND SEVERAL OTHER WELL LOADED BOMBSHELLS
WERE PITCHED INTO THE REPUBLICAN CAMP LAST
NIGHT BY DR. PHIL STEWART, THE NEW DEMOCRATIC
MEMBER, WI-10 PUT THE OTHERS TO ROUT—MAYOR YEI-
SER AND ALDERMAN HANK ••TIE UP" OVER THE FRANK
SMITH APPOINTMENT — CLERK BAILEY TOOK A LITTLE
SAY HUMBLE AND CALLED A RECESS UNTIL 11:30 O'CLOCK
THIS MORNING—HOT MEETING OF THE ALDERMANIC
BODY LAST EVENING.
Y4'
"The -truly reason you four republi- W. Little, desiocrat, who was last
cans are nom in this board is becauss November elected by the people to
the people did not have a chance to enter the board January t, but who
put you out last election like they did resigned and the mayor selected Mr.
the four. :others of your political Smith to the place. Mr. Hank spoke
faith." -o as if he thought the mayor guilty of
This 'hot shot was fired by the an underhanded trick by appointing
newly elected democratic alderman. Smith to sit in the board before the
Dr. Phittestewart, into the republican body organized and elected its presi-
rah, duriag•the lively meeting held dent. The mayor was present and
by the aldermen last night for self lost no time in responding in one of
his old-ftue "war horse" speeslieseral hours.
The ill-advised speech of Alderman during which he warmed the coat-
Hubbard, hold-over republican, corn- tails of Mr. Hank, and explained the
pelted Alderman -Stewart to throw the charter gave him a right to fill any
bombshell. into the reptsblicen camp vacancy, and he acted only within his
and it Showed' plainly bow the retort authority, which was approved by
hurt, ei-arincing under it, and quiver- everybody except the republicans.
The mayor was justly angry anding anger, Earl Palmer, another
of the tour hold-over republicans, got Mr. Hank courteously apologized to
up and tried to answer Dr. Stewart, the extent that he meant no personal
reflection on the mayor, but still hebut his ten-melds fell fiat, and with ap-
parent Iftscomhoste be. agatu took his did not think the act was right at all.
seat If the mayor had not filled the va-.
Go Down la HilitnrY• cancy when Little resigned, there
During 1iis remarks Palmer said would have been four republicans in
tthat the 1906 republican administra-
he body and only three democrats
tion wohtd go down in history 
a, one and !he republicans could have cap-
tured the presidency, which wouldof the greatest in Paducah, and some
hats. left the mayor in the attitude ofbystander, remembering the 8,44.0tx
deficit 'the 'slob rejublicans left over it over into the republican
for the 19,7 democrats to
pay off, ranks aro! letting them name the pres-
audibly remarked loud enough f ior dent•
many to hear: Dr. Stewart Makes Some Remarks
"There is no question but ohat the Alderman Hubbard, republican, dur-
moot, republican regime would ing a talk said the democrats had the
down in history, and that if it had presidency of the council, and as the
continued nuszli longrf it would have republkans mere representatives of
carried the CilY of Paducah down to the people. he thought the latter
b-4 in ruin and bankruptcy." should have the aldermanic erect-
The meeting was Tavel)" thr4"4 / ' dency. It was this ill-advi•ed thrust
sold the democrats made a:I manner at the tom incoming densoctats that
of propositions looking towards a set- made an opening through which
fitment of the deadlock. bet the stnb• Dr. Stewart. line of the new demo-
born rephblicans would not consent to , „sic sent some 
seheapnel and boobs
a thing. Finally the gathering broke into the republican camp by inform-
up by City Clerk Henry Bailey. ing the blacks and mans in no 'math-
n
is acting president by virtue of his takable terms that last November the
office until the board orithoszes, de- people of Paducah turned out the.
•claring a recess until 8:3o o'clock
- -4 four republicans whose terms expired
morning, when the members resume this January 1. the voters thereby
the sitting. He did this in order •0 evidencing their desire for no more
have time for the city solicitor to ad- republicans continuing through :907.
vise on the point of order raised by , and the only reason the republicans
Palmer. 'who wants the clerk to pass in the hoard now ospiviaaattOr
upon the eligibility and qualifications seats was because the people tut No-
of Alderman Frank Smith, who was a-ember did not get a chance to vote
appointed by Mayor Yeiser the first them out, which nould have been
Thursday of this month. %hen Mr donc had the opportunity arose. Con-
John Little, one of the democrats terming. Dr. Stewart said the people
elected, resigned .his seat. at lar,te sent him and the three other
When the meeting opened last new democrats to the board and this
night Palmer. Hank. Hubbard ane strong democratic sentiment demand.
Chamblik the four republicans who ed that democracy ru;e. which pre-
hold over uhtil the end of this )ent 'vented ally republican sitting in the
and sit in the board. were present. as chair.
were the three new democrats. Alder- The well knots it physician scut
men Lige Raker, Phil Stewart and , charge after charge at the republicans
Frank Smith. who the first of this and when he finished the too spec-
year took the seats vacated by the , tators loudly cheered him. Earl
four other republicans who were put Palmer. one of the republicans, tried
out of the' board by the people at the to answer, but his remarks fell flat,
Jest general election. Alderman Han- ; except where he said that the repub.
nan, the fourth new democrat, was lican regime of 1906 "would go down
absent on account of illness. :in history" In this everybody agreed
Two aigrublican Nominees. with him, and the only cheer he got
In finishing was from two republican"Fhe. democrats nominated Hanitetiol
for president. while the republicans , officeholders who looked cheap in
put up both Palmer and Chamblin on itheir furtive glances around for more
their s-de for thc chair. Theseeptibli- 'cheerers."
cans had to put up two men to pre- Alderman Palmer then raised a
vent electing a democratic president. point of order to effect that the nets
as with Hannan..dernoceat, absent the aldermapic board had never yet been
thrse..saiteiniswdeasocrats voted for organized, therefore it was the duty
him. while -thamblin, Hank and Hub. of the temporary president, City
bard, of the atillblidertok. voted for Clerk Tiailey, to decide the eligibility
Palmer ; voted for of its members, and especially Frank
Ch i . to prevent the Smith, appointed by the tiaj4ist to fill
election of annan, which would out Little's term. President Bailey
have resulted had,e&tater voted for tOld.Palmer he would declare that
Hannan, as the iitTer 'would have point out of order and not pdiaron it.
gotten four votes and Palmer three Palmer and the republicans insisted
This trick of Painter's of voting for claiming the clerk was not Performing
ChassAiii made it's° thaillannan got his dhties by refusing to peed on the
only the three democratic votes ,1 matter. The clerk pastel tli4tti 'a
Ch whits:4r ballot republicans did not skink he -was
the three other republicanit"nice one" by responding- that if' the
and.4rnblin one re/
that of Palmer. It takes four to elect i doing his duty to get • •dtp- arsine
WO -only seven sitting. Ichargrs and fire him, if they; thought
Pair Proposition, i they could.
"%Jut ballotilig for quite a while and Clerk Calls Recess.the deidlock styl,e 'ng, the demo-








JAMES E. ENGLISH AND J.
GRANT ENGAGE IN AL-
LEGED CURSING BBB.
!nese Wilson Accused of Beating
Lonnie Bissell—Fred ()gain
Lost Overcoat.
Switchman Joseph Kolley, of the
Illinois Central railroad yards, has
hanging over his head the serious
charge of stealing quart bottles of
whiskey from a box car while it was
in the yards bpitig handled by the
crew. The young man is well known.
and claims that he did not steal the
liquor, but found the .• four ,quarts
scattered at different points, one 
der a pile of ties, another beneath
some brush and the two Others at dif-
ferent places. He was arrested last
afternoon by Spe.cia,1 ,-dfficerDk
Tolbert, of the railroad yard force.
and taken to the city hall, where he
was locked up, but shortly thereafter
was released on executing bond.
Several dozen quart bottles of
liquor were stolen from the box car a
few days ago, and yesterday a switch-
man who works at night was noticed
in an irtoxicated condition. Ire works
"opposite" Kolley and the officer, in
trying to find out what became of the
liquor, asked Kolley to let him open
Kolley's locker in the little flag house
in the south yards. In the locker the
switchmen keep their lanterns and
other 'flicks, and on being asked to
open his, Kolkor claimed to have tom
the keys. On the box being forced
0 IA 44 four quarts of liquor were found
inside, and deeming this ample evi-
dence of theft Officer Tolbert arrest.
ed the young man, who has alwayr
stood well in the estimation of every-
body, and who strenuonaly denier
that he came by the whiskey other
than finding it hidden in the Lards
Kolley has been employed shy the
road for several years and alwayr
bore a good reputation. •
Cursing Match Charged.
James E. English. the commission
man, and J. Grant. the pressing club
man, were arrested yesterday by- Offi-
cers Johnson and Cross on the charge
of engaging in a cursing match over
the telephone. Both gate bond for
their aRpearance this morning in the
police court.
English had the other to press and
clean some clothing for hint, and they
had a falling out about the payment
of it. Grant claims English owed
$7.25. but he wanted to pay only $.4.50
for the work. They called each other
up over the telephone and both
charge the other with having used
abusive and obscene !anglicize during
their conversation.
"Red Row" Habitue,
Ed Burrows, colored, was arrested
yesterday on the charge of using in-
sulting language towards Jesse Bum-
puss. The former was taken charge
of out in the "Red Row" section of
West Tennessee street and locked up
by Officer Jake Rouse.
Breach of Peace.
Jesse Wilson, white, was arrested
by Officers Hurley ' and Singery at
noon yesterday on the charge of
striking and beating Lonnie Bissell.
Overcoat Stolen.
Fred Oswin, of Sixth and Monroe
streets, reported to the police yester:
day that sonic one had stolen his fine
overcoat which he bought several
weeks ago at Baltimore •
SIX "GREASERS" LAID LOW
BY AMERICAN COWBOY;
•
Douglas, Ariz., Jan. 24.—In a single
handed combat at a Southern Pacific
camp, eight miles from Montezuma,
Sonora, Mex., Bert Zeeley, an Ari-
zona cowboy, yesterday shot and
killed six Mexicans. He killed three
each in two separate fights and es-
caped.




REV. J. R. CLARK OF PARIS
TENN., COMES HERE
MONDAY,
WILL ASSIST REV. GALVIN
THOMPSON WITH WORN




Res. Pinkerton Left Last Evening
For Sedalia. Mo., to Start Pro-
tracted Meeting.
Rev. J. R. Clark of Paris, Tenn.,
has accepted the call to come to
Faducatt and be the assistant to Rev.
Calvin M. Thompson, pastor of the
First Baptist church. 'A communica-
tion to this effect was received yes-
terday morning from him, announcing
that he accepted and would arrive
here next Monday to assume his
clgties. The congregation is pleased
at his acceptance, as he is a vigorous,
brilliant and earnest young minister
with a bright future before him, and
one excellently fitted for the import-
ant place.
'The church has built up to -such
wonderful propqrtiona that Dr.
Thompson cannot look after all the
work incidental to the pastorate,
therefore an assistant will fill the pul-
pit when the other desires, and give
general assistance in every depart-
nignt of the calling.
Rev. Clark Is a young man, single,
sad for some time has been looking
lifter several congregations its the
neighborhood of Paris.' He comes
highly recommended for the 'place
and will receive a cordial and co-op-
el at • reception.
Pada:sham Participating.
,The Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial-
Appeal Wednesday spoke as follows
teurdnig Rev. Peter Fields. Colonel
Joseph E. Potter and others of this
city, who are at that city participating
in the revival of Rev. George Cates.
alt. today winds up the eighty-fifth
slay oi the revival:
• A TALL SON OF ANAK
Ninong those appearing on tl.
platkoem was Rev. Peter H. Field•
tutu/ of the 'Third 3trcet Method: •
Fadycah. Ky. Like the lit,
Ionic Saul, son of Kish, he tows'
1--ad and shoulders above his bret:-
rin. It was also suggested that
rescmbledd that other tribe of
settlers in Canaan, the son of Anak,
wl•eu it was said "there were giants
in the land."
J. E. Potter. an estimable Baptist
deacon of Paducah. accompanied by
two elect ladies, Mrs. Potter and Mrs.
Crouse, who were among the most
efficient workers in the great meet-
ing held in Paducah by Mr. Cates,,
added much pleasure to the meeting
oh yesterday. These visiting friends
from Kerftucky have come represent-
ing the Christian workers of Padu-
cah to bear greetings of former co-
lahorers of Rev. Cates. and also to
help in the great meeting :10N- goine
on here."
Start Another Revival. •
Rev. W. If. Pinkerton left iast
erering for Sedalia, )4o., where to-
night he starts a protracted meeting
that will be continued for about four
or five weeks. He just returned
IVerIneselay from Lawrenceville, Ill.
and after spending a day here with
his family, went on to Sedalia to start
the series there.
it At Lawrenceville he remained for
several weeks, during which time
sixty-eight additions were made to
the congregation of the Christian
church, thirty joining last Sunday
alone.
Ladies Mite Society.
.The Ladies' Mite society of the
'Firs Baptist church will meet at 3
o'clock this afternoon with Mrs. J.
R. Puryear of Broadway between
Fighth and Ninth streets.
Missionary Society.
i,114 Missionary society of the First
Presbyterian church will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. D. A. Yeiser nt
2 Cclock. in her' home on North
Fourth street.
Steel ties exclusively are to be
used on the Bessemer Sr Lake Erie
railroad hereafter, according to an




Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of the
Williow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are yon?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Wallow Springs" with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Swings."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and this month only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enemies, a chance to
procure the Celebrated
Willow Springs
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale prices, in fe-.,membrance of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation ofwhat one and all have done for him since he opened, two yearsago.
„-
- -
Prices For This Month Only
4 full quisrts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
6 full'quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
la full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
$9.60 $9.60 $9.60 --
PURE APPLE BRANDY
distilled at McMinnville, Tents., by Hennessey & Co.. foto4kla •
month only at the following prices: 
411,4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
13 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy.
$9.60 $9.60 $9.60
Remember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
is a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a svreet mash, nor a continu-
ous run of the still.
Across the "Brook" and over the "H ilk" at "The Home of
the Willow Springs," in "Early Tones in leos.. "Jack and
Gilt" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
Don Gilberto at No. zs6 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
-WILLOW SPRINGS"
Corns go with me to the Willow Springs,
Have yu ever yet been there?
Take a drnle and you are !hire to think
You own the arth and air.
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
He will dip, and talk, and tell—
Earth's flowers may blast rod the green grass die,
But what care you—"All's well."
The Willows spring, and the springs speak back.
And the good old world jogs on—
But what care those who tasve felt its thrill
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
A song may die,
And the world forget both you and other things.
Unless you see and feel the flow
Of good old Willow springs,
Then take us back to Willow Springs.
Down by a shady del
Let us think and drink srd roll on the grass—
For the good old springs won't tell.
Bk'sn In the bottle
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
"THE thel—lHoniof WILLOW
SPRINGS"




New York, Jan. 24.—The -econd
day of the trial of Harry Thaw for
the murder of Architect Sanford
White drew another big cnowd to the
scene .of the trial today, deSpite the
fact that it was known spectators
.would be. hart-ed. When court opened
today only two jurymen had. been au-
'cepted, aften an examination of a
score of talesmen. The opening of
the case was set for 10:30 before
Judge Fitzgerald and for an hour or
more before that time there was
swarm of people -around the court
69i1cling. •
The third juryman who was chose':
yesterday, was excused for some priv-
ate ceascut wiiielt could not be
ictrtted. •
Three Feet Make a Yard.
(Reading, Mich., Ifustlerh ".
A Hillsdale lady, overcome with
shopping cares, went into the meat
market and asked for a yard of pork.
When she got home she disgovered
the clerk had given •hen three pig',
feet. 4
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coat,-:"
.




iliFlionesgOki 960; New 245. Thirteenth and Adams Street":
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COCKTAIL Alf THREE FORKS
-
Decoction That Was Too Much fez




130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH, KY
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-'
Campbell Block.









SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN-
UHT AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD&
corms SECOND AND 1110/6 ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS'
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE liOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
_
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a travel-
kaag man, "waiting for the proprietor
) arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting,
two cowboys, wrapped in fur tats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country welch
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came Into the saloon
sac:, marching up to the bar, denia.nd
ed a cocktail.
'The bartender looked nOnpluseed
fOr • moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar anti
immediately got busy. If there wat
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and pepped
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigar/
which he found in the cigar cutter, /
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big bees
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted thq beverage
and It did not taste good. Each had
unlimbered a big gen and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they sag•
gested that the bartender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yes
would-be poisoner,' shouted the punch
era, and solemnly they put their guns
back where they belonged, treated th4
house to the cigars and faded away
into the distance, their horses hitting
only the high spots as they disap-
peared up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu has
tender had good occasion to make his
will. For three or four hours he was
thc sickest man I ever saw, and It
took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him for an hour or two
bring him back ICI life again."•
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case if a Cook Who Couldn't Affeed
to Reside on Just a Plain
Street
The Lindsay farnity was moving out
et the old house on an avenue Into a
new house on a fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay mak
gave notice of leartag. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was a
model one, and bad lived with then
ter years, relates the Chicago Record
Herald.
"It will be so much more convenient
In the Lew house. Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't use
how we can part with you now. At
least tell use why you are going?"
Mrs Lindsay pleaded.
"Well, mews, I have my own reputa
Oen to look after," answered Nora,
"and if I west &gin the rules of the
Intelligence sassiety I belongs to they
wouidn't lave me a reccond in the best
houses, an' then I'd be down and out—
seer'
"No, I don't see," retorted bee ve•
tress. "tell me exactly why you are
giving up a place that bas always
suited you for an uncertainty"
"Sure! item, it's because of the mov
lag. You are going to live on a street?
"Yes; one of the finest In tbe city'
"An' I've always lived ou • avenue
mew If it was a terrace, or a tsoule
yard, I might be willlo' to change, but
when me friends found that I was liv
lag on Just a street they'd all cut me.
they would. Indeed. mew. I draw thr
lime at a street."
LsOOKS WRITTEN IN PR:SON
dome of the Most Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work Be-
hind Bars.
A publisher was talking about °seas
Wilde's strange book. "De Prefcndis."
with its pathetic decoration of a biro.
beating its wings egainst the bars of
"Wilde's is not the first good book 14
have been written in jail," he said
"Jail, in fact, seem; to be a good place
tc write books in. Literary men stir
pass themselves there.
'John Bunyan wrote Pilgrim's Frog
fess' in jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' Is
prison.
"Defoe laid the plans for 'Robinsor
Ctusoe' during a term of oonfineroeat
Imposed on him for the writing of
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail.
"Sir Water Raleigh, during Els 14
years' imprisonment in the tower ol
London, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
'Silvio Pellico and Tasso both did
their best work in jail."
Sheep in Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of mlgrat
cry sheep in Spain, which each Teal
travel some 200 miles from the plaint
to the mountains. Their march, rest
ing places and behavior are governed
by special regulations ,dating from thi
fourteenth century. At certain Limes
no one may travel the Staille route al
the sheep, which have the right ti
gram on all open and common lead tot
the way. For this purpose a road 9(
yards wide mud be left on all enclosed
and private property. The shepherds
lead their flockawhich are accompanied
by provision mules, and by large dogs
to guard against a night attack by
Theater Bar.ks,
New York is to have a ban*, seas
the chief theaters, which will no epee
ail night, so that ladies attending en.
tertalements will be able to deposit
their jewels for osighir*ping ere els
A CURIOUS PROFESSION.
Body of Men Under Direction ef
Chief Who Applaud Actors
on the Stage.
The question of employing "el*
quers" in New York theaters has been
agitated, but it is safe to say that the
American sense of humor will never
permit this. The claque In European
cities consists of a small body of men,
under the orders of a chief, who un-
dertake to applaud actors and actress-
es at certain times. The only one ot
the ['and who Is remunerated is the
chief. The men under him get the
privilege of seeing the play without
paying for their seats. The "chefs
de claque" of the great subsidised
theater of Paris are officials paid by
the management to do certain work.
Their salaries vary from 300 to 600
francs a month, and for that sum they
are expected to take with them into
the theater at each performance a oer-
tain number of men with big, strong
hands and intelligent moult to dap
when they are given the signal by
their leader.
The claquer's work does not demand
latallect of • high order. The chief is
supposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
manager, to have talked with the au-
thor, and to have • very accurate idea
of the good points of the play. The
men under him are scattered all about
the house ready to give a quick re-
sponse to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently re-
speotable. They aro small shopkeep-
ers, students of the drams and pupils
of the Conservatoire. with insufficient
money to spend upon theater going.
At the opera they number 30. They
assemble every evening at half-past
seven in a cafe at the corner of the
Boulevard Haussmann and the Rue
Lafayette, where they crowd around
their leader and answer to their names
/Ike small schoolboys. 'As each an'
swers 'present" to his name be re
esterss a metal ticket upon which is the
numtar of his seat
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
'trio Is the Water Most Dreaded of
the Whole Great Chain
of Lakes.
The lake sailors think Cloy lave
nearly all the dangers and hardships
of the Atlantic seamen (except their
poor pay) and otter perils of their owe
besides, says Outing. They have no tAriffemsmoseeeeresesimem.
tidea—except every seven years, some
say—but they have currents to consid-
er, currents that run In all sorts ot
different directions at unscheduled
Intervals . They have no banks of
Newfoundland, but they have fogs; foe
Instance in the Straits of Mackinac—
full of reefs, Islands and other vessels.
Worse than that, they have forest fires
which send thick clouds of smoke for
many miles across the water, stinging I
Ike eyes and blinding them.
Lake Erie, the smallest but one of
the group, Is considered the worst of
alL Lake Sueprlor is deep, over 1,000
feet in some places. reaching 600 feet
above the sea level and 400 ft below,
but Lake Erie In Its deepest spots Is
only about 200 and In most parts much
shallower. Accordingly one of those
sodden and furious storms kick' up •
tremendous row, so that between the
very choppy sea and the constant dan-
ger of running aground the lake cap- i
tains dislike Lake Brie in a blow more
than any other, for, as with sailors
the world over, it is not the water
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WHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
Differentt Stories That Were Told by
the Dry Goods Merchant and
His Clerk.
An old woman onoe asked in • dry
goods store to be shown some silk. A
young clerk showed her some, saying.
"We can do this for you at 81.60 a
yard." The woman asked for some
thing better, but the clerk replied that
they had nothing better. Whereupon
the proprietor came forward and said:
'You must excuse my assistant, ma-
dam; he is new to the business. Here,
madam, is a superior article, $2.60 a
yard. If It were not for the fact that
I bought it some time ago we should
have to charge you $3.75 for, as you
are doubtless aware, owing to the re
cent epidemic among the silkworms,
the price of silk has increased ences
mously of late." The customer took
the silk. A few days later the same
old woman came in and asked foi
some tape. The clerk said, glibily:
"Here are some that we ran let you
have at 16 rents the dozen yards. If 11
wasn't for the fact that we have had
it in stock some time we should have
to charge 25 cents, for, as you are
doubtless aware, owing to the recent
epidemic among the tapeworms, the
price of tape has gone up enormously."
It wag then she hit him with her urn
brella.
—
Hallway Cars in India.
Hot times in India have led to a
unique car construction. 'I h) passen-
ger cars have double roofs, the one
from two and a half to eight inches
above the other. The upper roof is
continued from the sides about MI
Inches, forming an aw-ing over the
upper part of the windows. Another
peculiarity of the Slit and second-clam
I cars is the servants' compartment at
each end, as almost every passenger
1
 
takes at least, one servant with him.
No Courthouses There.
I -This seems like a pretty healthycountry," said the tourist. "What die.
ease do most people die of out here?'
"Well," replIeu the western Native.
"eon might call It kleptomania, but
we got a different name tar it.."--etrap,












good health and this cum-
bitted with modern sanitary
fixtures /reps to keep the oc•or out
or your house. ',Amami Pune:-
Enameled plumbing firtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary a: ,1
hare a beauty all their own..
If you intend making bath room Im-
provements, let us show you altmpics
this famous ware. We guarantee torsi
work, prompt serv:ce and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN.
Phones sot i3 2 St. 4th
FREE
•
From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
ALL Or sam=imennn
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Publislasii, FREE
The Freeing rci,t has for sev•ral veers - Icleavored aecnre pictures of all Restock,/clovernors ano has ct brit succeeded in setartag them through the $4111111441414:t of the Kea-tacky Mau: litatoricid Society. •In order to place these pie:tures in • permanent form, they have been arranged in •:troop in an ap•te-date Attar showirig Kentockr with the latest aroma, picture's ofsill the pre tent. of the United States killers and rlags of all nation.. stesTAbill MINIMsantistical data, bioory of the Ritmo-Japan Was, also late maps of the United mares, ran-arna Canal. Finite-en and Western lietemptiere, reports of (Sc last thne national censusand ranch caber historical information.
orreere and valuable Atlas la F1/138 to ALL EVENING POs . SURSCRIBMS.It sot sew. suboarlbor ott gt.ao for • full yertel subscription by mall or p.m far shemotszli's aulscription. Understand that these rates Are by mail only •nd that the sub.mription cric* by carrier or awn ts to cents per week
The Evening Poat publishes ,Si or more edition. amity and the latest edition' is sent toeach reader according to the time that it will reach them
The F.vening rust is end in everything and has lb. most State news and bee.market reports.
For all the people and •gainst the grafter
Independent always.
Fug the U01:11t.
atm Eui'ntng tine Lower/mut, KY.
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County Work a Specialty.







Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1,3, 3 and 4. Register Build-
big. 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.O.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
ye 1-11 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





H.T. !livers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Ressdence, 296; Office, 335.
Excursion Rates on
WS‘ The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
• Unlimilled Ticket $5.00, meals ani
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $1.5o each, without
meals; 8a.00 with meals.
Good mimic on all the boats.. For
farther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass,
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Ceti' Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.











OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room iza, Fraternity Building.




Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucks,.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(flomeopathist)




What i3 your idea of a oomfortabic
fortune?" asked the ambitious youth
"One," answered the man of expe
Hence, "that big enough to at-
tract the 'attention of the grand jnry.-
Naehingtog Star.
COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FA1
---
Soon After Entering the "Presides'.
They Bagla to Acquire
Plumpness.
"In • couple s.. months from now,
said a woman who was matron at a
women's college for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters from
Lir: freshmen to their mothers, all
containing one complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so fat that my clothes won't It
me.' And the mothers will worry and
fret, ad wardrobes will be sent home
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's college
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first vacs-
non by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And it is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
-The food Is always palatable, nour-
ishing, and of the best, and even the
moat !lately maiden learns to eat
nverTtlilisl. I bay* men girls who
entered college with the idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
eating fried veal snd onions • ley
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let me say right here.
too, that the popular notion that col-
lege girls have midnight spreads of
mdigestibles is a wrong one. Such
things belong to a boarding school, but
not to a women's college.
"Then there are regular bouts foe
retiring. Lights mast be out at tate
o'clock, and that means eight hours
of good, healthful sleep. The out-
door life ahlo contributes to the plump.
sees of the girl..
"College girls stay indoors only
when they have to, and plenty of fres%
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium is another factor. Its
purposes is to develop a girl physical-
ly, and each freshman is esamined
that she may get the exercise she most
needs.
-Under all throe conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
and this plumpness they rarely lose
during their college course Even the
thinnest girl finds she can wear a
tiecollete evening gown after she has
here at college three months and the
fat girls lad their superfleous
turning into hard. Arra muscle.
"And one thing more. College
are always happy. sad every woman
grows fat when she is happy."
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Members of the Medical Profess:en
La History Who Belonged to
That Race.
_
An interesting survey of Jews es
members of our profession is to be ote
talned from a little work eat:: toil
-Judisebe Aerate und ihr Mathias set
'as Judentum." which, says the Sled
Ica' Record, ban been liumed by Dr
Simon **barbel One of the mow
eromtnent of the earlier persocages
mentioned is Chasdal, who tee-ante
minister under the Calif Abdul-ftab
man Ill., and did much to establisi
the poeitIon of the Jews among tto
Moslems in Spain during the tenth cea
Wry, as well as to foster the study ill
the Talmud 10 that country. Jeliszds
Ha:v.1. who lived 100 years later, was
a busy physician who was also tilt
sensor of distingolsbed practical sac
pbliosophical works. The grew
bialmonides of Cordova is include!
among the list of physicians by tht
author, who says that he created wills*
bi almost a new Talmud, and alleges
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished
make him his court physician, In spits
of the edicts of Popes Eugenio*. Nide
edam and Calixtus that Christian.
ebould not employ Jewish physician'
In Spain many years before the/ wen
practically the only practitioners o
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
ander VI. had as personal physician
Jew, Bonet de Latest, who subsequenth
became attached to the court of Lout,
X. The edict against Jewish ;shy.'
cans was finally raised by Sixtus V
largely at the instigation of two ther
celebrated physicians, David de Pomo
and Ella Montalto. In the latter par
of the eighteenth century Mendels
seines efforts In behalf of his cone
ratriuts were ably seconded by his
friend, the physician Marcus Herz. who
enstributed much toward the elevatio;
of the Jews In Germany. In still
more recent time Ascher. Steinheim
Erter and Johann Jacoby have been
prominent, and the author closes les
enumeration with the widely knosa
rames of Steassmann, Newsroom
kiagitu.ky and Senator.
Bit of Westmoreland.
The sv estmoreland bills are the re-
mains of an infinitely older world—
giants decoyed, but of a great race and
ancestry; they have the finish, the
delicate or noble loveliness—one might
almost say the manner—that comes oi
long and gentle companionship with
'hose chief forces that make for nat-
gral beauty—with air anu water, with
temperate suns and too abundant
rains. Beside them the Alps are in.
human; the Apennines. mere forest.
grown heaps—mountains In the mak
lag; while all that Scotland gains from
the easy enveloping glory of its heath-
er. Westmoreland, which Is almost
heatheriess. must owe to an Infinitude
ef fine strokes, tints, curves and group-
tags. to touches of magic and to lints
or grace, yet never losing the will
energy of precipice and rock that be-
longs of right to a mountain world.—
Oes Lucy .
Mammoth Moth.
The largest moth known Is the Giant
Atlas. found lu China, the wings pf
Which measure nine inches across.
RICH MAN' IN THE ARCTIC.
Venlig Englishman of Means on En-
poring Expedition in Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englishman
named Alfred II. Harrison started last
summer down the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend the
winter somewhere in the neighborhood
of its mouth. His winter camp is sup-
posed to be in the delta among the
Eskimo. Next spring he expects to
set out on an exploripg expedition
into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
of arctic islands to the north of this
continent. But the weetern part ol
this region has not yet been explored
excepting very near the coast, and
there is a stretch of about 1.000 miles
of sea to the weet of Prince Eatricb
Island and Banks Landing where not
a bit of land is shown.
The Jeannette drifted through the
middle of this region without seelus
land until she got north of the New
Siberia islands, where she discovered
three islands. No reason is knows
why there should not be other islands
and Harrison's purpose Is, If poselbla
to find new lands, should any exist is
Wes part of the Arctic.
Harrison has one advantage ova
Most explorers and that Is that he Is
a man of means. All he had to dc
was to select his field of work, settle
the bills for his outfit, and go on his
way.
lie is bearing the whole expense
himself, except that be received a iota
of selentiOc Instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the 'sledges and other equipment
used by a south polar expedition
were presented to him.
The work before him is difficult and
eazardous, but there is every reason
to hope that he may be able to add
something at least to our knowledge
of Orli unknown area. He is an ex-
perleisced traveler, and has trankJ
himself very thoroughly to.carry out
his work on scientific lines He has
a number of excellent assistants and
expects to buy doge of the Stakimoe
In the Mackenzie delta.
According to our present knowl
...die. it is doubtful If the more north-
ern arctic waters In this region con-
tain any islands. Not far north of
Franc Josef Land Dr. Nansen came
upon a sea with soundings of 2,000
fathoms.
It is believed that this deep sea es
tends over the whole of the north
polar area to within 100 or 150 miles
of the continents. If this is the case,
no land is likely to be found, except
on the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed 3045 fathoms
If Harrison discovers new islands, the
probability Is that he will find them
vithfn 200 miles of the coarse. of
North America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
Human. Young Woman Gave Canby
a Most Unpleasant Sen-
satio.v.
— —
The young woman was about to take
a ride In a cab. She was evidently a
humane young person, because, when
the driver of the vehicle brought it at
bgr signal, she proceeded to question
him. relates the Baltimore News.
"Has your horse done much work to-
day?" she asked.
"des just come out of his stable
eady," replied that person. mgnda
mously.
The gir, felt tho quadniped's side's
"Ae seems to Le very warm." she
yen t u red .
*Answer: his stable's warm. Hest
heap more comfortable trotting about
then ha is in his bon btall."
The young women peered at his
hoofs.
",are Mr shoes all right" she aaked.
"Scre," said the driver. "We
bey-, a veteepary who shots the
herses every morning before they
come out of the stable, and every
evening before they go in."
"Is be very old" faltered tha atri.
gingerly proddIK; the horse's' lip in
e, vain attempt to see his teeth.
"Thst h_as of bottling more'n •
eolt, miss," resoonded the driver. se-
riously. "He ain't been in harness
inore'n a year. But he has the sweet
disposition ler sure, and he's a.
steady as an old hoes. lie's a regulas
kitten for geutlences and spirits."
The young woman smiled as one
rho feels that she has done all she
can in the eause of humanity. "Well,'
sbe said, "don't drive fast," and
stepped into the vehicle.
"If there's anything I bate it Is to
take these S. P. C. A. ladles a-riding,-
confided the driver in a growl to a fel-
low cabman as he adjusted h:s reins
"Every time I try q make this obi
brute trot a bit now she'll be poking
up the trap and a-screaming at me.
I sure do hope his shoes'll slay on till
I get her wherever she's a-going."
Friends for Self-Defense.
Jinks—I tell you what It Is, there is
nothing like having twos of friends.
Winkle—I cretonne not.
links—No, sir. As soon as I lose •
pets Gly friends go all around hunting
a new place for ,xne so as Co gave me
th• trouble of borrowing from Lima.—
httay Stories.
000 PROUD- OF CLOTHES.
Canine That Is Very Much Dis-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.
There is a dog in Augusta who
dresses just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collar amid cravat
and is very proud of his apparel. mere.
lastly, being very much distressed and
ashamed whenever his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
Chronicle.
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis
street, near the city hall, where they
nut be introduced to him by his mas-
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
the smithy.
He wears them with • conscious dig-
nity and is hugely delighted when any-
oats stops to notice his attire and com-
ment thereon. He will gaze Intently
at each speaker and joyously wag his
tail when complimented upon his ap-
pearance.
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thus clothe his ea-
sins pet "in ill points like as we are."
But he certainly devised the dogs
dress most ingeniously. No detail is
waning. The cat of his coat is after
the latest mode—has pockets, too—
tles collar is nicely laundered and the
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing in the morning he
must be properly dressed, or else he
whines piteously. After he has been
Method ascording to his usual custom
his Joy knows no bounds, and he die
plays his pleasure with much bark-
ing and wagging of his tab. He has
the utmost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam *bait the street
and absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of osh
raged indignation at their immod
say.
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1,700 People Who Seem
to Have Gone Spiritually
to Sleep.
--
"Pagan Hook" Is the name now en-
joyed by the quiet little village of
Hook, which is situated some three
ogles from Kingston-on-Thamem.
Se !oat in Indifference Is this village
that the Thar, the Rev. W. IL Ding
well, has thrown up the cure of the
parish 'in despair, says a recent Loa-
don report.
"I have worked hard here for nearly
three sears," said the %icor. In an 11
tarsier, "and it seems largely in vain
I have spoken to the people personal')
and have implored them to come te
church, but they will not do it.
'iNo effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial. no concert, whether high-claw
or extremely 'popular.' no branch
church activity dist 1 hare been able
to devise or carry on will induce tha
people of Hook to corns to church.
"There Is a population of 1,700 pros
pie, but many of them absolutely re-
fuse to attend church. In fact, opt}
200 out of the 1,700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Hook people
"The fact is that the village is spite
Itually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist pieces .of worship, nor do
th.y go golfing or motoring. They
have simply gone to sleep and they do
sot give a thoeght to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
Weld !nine.; on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhab
tonna of "Pagan Hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
*arrest entreaty to the reverend gen
tlemen to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
. —
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
His Arm.
The precise and high-priced tattoo
drew a chalk picture oa the r setornet
who was -trying on," relates the Prov
Idence Journal, stuck three pins in
bins and ssid:
-The most radical change in gar
menu for gentlemen for winter yea
this year will corns in the fur-lined
overcoat_ We have been driven to ji
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permani.nt collar
or a $16 ready-made topcoat in • vra
that will puzzle an expert to detect ita
on and off features. of course, Ma'
kite the fur collar for the rich atm
'dressy' gentleman who has a senuin•
fnr coat. We shall Malin the collar e,
the expensive coat. of the same mu
terial as the cloth of the (oat, or co
velvet, cut a little wider than the col
lar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-class fur-lined coat
this season. They wcre always ring-
geetive of the crushed tragedian."
"How will people know that 'dressy
sr! wealthy gentlemen have wit-lined
eonts?" inquired the custodian, aux!
ously.
-They will carry them inside out os
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
Not the Clam.
Clam uiggers kt4 predict:ag a cold
wieter because the clams ar., burrow.
Ins deep. Just sr- a clam should be
ghetto credit fer ).:lowing more about
the weather than htiman beings is not
clear. Some animals may be creiliteo
with superior inetloctive impresskin•-•
but not a elans—Washicgton Star.
Exchange of Confidences.
Iloshaod (during the hon•yinnon)—
I Was awfully nervous when I pro
posed to you. I was afraid you
roeldn't accept me.
Wtfe—And I was awfully nervous




Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the sue-
ceestal treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collangol," • silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, In •
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'oollangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver soluble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations far rendering silver,
quick ether and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop
arty of silver has long been known, as,
for lust:. on in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
taternally. It's use. however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the so:utile, non-Irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, In the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger. of LeutiOrch, has
now used weenies' In appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, accordl-ur to his statement
in the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
zreordinaelly good results. Within two
or three days after treatment • decided
improvement was noticeable In incipi-
ent cases. In oases where an inflamma.
Lion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
ilow—often only after weeks of treat-
alma both internally and externally.
ii.xcepting two with very severe cases
on of the 72 whit h came under his ob-
wrestion and treatment all were cured
without say surgical operation. He
.:laines that this treatment Is very much
superior to an) ot!tur, and that be is
Justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured Is h collet:gut without resorting
to the knife.
"In 'few of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all it will inquire a great
deal of iery critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. hitembrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make • real criticism possible. At all
events. his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure wittiest.
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, Is for how long.
Further experiments will be awaited
with great Interest, says the Maas-
ksJia "
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Italics of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
---
To most persons the phrase "This In-
denture witnesseth" is as much Greca
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal." Yet t 1th are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not oh
tattling at presenL
Legal documents were 011C44 On-
grassed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin
The parchment was arldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent.
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England. of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature 00
'hand awl sear is a relic of those old
an times %% ben only clerls and the
ziergy weld wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contractlue parties to
lay their hands non the document in
_oken of their greet faith and tnere re
ruined a smudge. As these original
hum!) marks were me easily itledti
led, the gentry 'ad.:ed their seals rie
.he purpose ut further establishing the
calidity of the docureetito it may not
is generally known that a seal is title
squired in law, though the need lot
t passed with the aortal ef education,
1,ict 10e hlt of red paint- dilhed by ttit
avytr is as nece.osary as the signs.
.ure to certain doctieleots.
A court of law is a reminiscence of
:he time when justice sat In the open
xiurt yard, and the "dock" is from •
German word meaning a receptacle
while, while the -lbar" is a Weiss wore
meaning a branch of a tree used Lc
separate the lords of justice from then
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is remlnisceut of the earlier days, but
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living? What
is your trade or profession?" asked the
Judge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, a pbarmaceoce
tagraphologist." His honor threat-
sued to floe him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was all
rlght, meaning a writer of pftcrip-
tiutts.—Philadelphla Press.
Nut Square.
"How do we know the. world is
round?" asked the school teacher.
"Because we know it isn't square."
Mandl, replied the toy who liad been






Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession,
J. D. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
' SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE




Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often sees is mikell-
isg.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




HiEhest Prices Paid for Second-Haul
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Boy anything and sell everything.
stS-sto Court Street Lilo Plume
ses1111.
Clem Fran siola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
'NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS IHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
sod B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion
St. Louis an& Tennessee River Peen-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion met of Paducah.
S8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retur
It is a trip of pleasure, comIcat
and rest; good service, good tab)
good roams, etc. Boats leave eac
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.





















* Our large patronage proves that


















Whether you order the most f•
complicated prescription, a drink ite
of Soda or simply want to bpy
tooth brush, you will receive' the:
same prompt and thorough atten-
tion. •se
4
YOU CAN'T TRIFLE 2 
PERSONAL MENTION. *
* ittitt************•.e****0***
WITH SICKNESS Mrs. Joe A. littler has returned
* from visiting Mrs. John B. Wickliffe
In emergencies, prompt, exact . of Wickliffe, Ky. -
careful and intelligent service is 'Mr. and Mrs, William Sanders of
imperative. Columbus, Miss., have gone to Co-
lumbus, Ohio; after spending several
days here. They return nevt Week to
visit Dr. and Mrs. NVilliam Sanders
of Arcadia.
Ms. N. M. -Uri, of Louisville, will
arrive today to visit Mrs. I. Levy, of
Seventh and Madison.
Me. H. F. •Crawford and wife re-
turned yesterday from Hampton. Liv-
ingston county, where they were
called Sunday by the death of the
former's father; Mr. W. S. Crawford.
mention of which was made severalMTHERSON'S
DRUG STOR nE daG agi.)owery Smith, of Sherrod,2
FOURTH & BROADWAY°
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FOR RENT—New • brick house
Ain Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
'11Fety desirable place, by month or




•..an FOR% _RENT—Elegant flats, Sey
Pitirrit 41 Broadway- Apply to B.
Stott.
FOR RENT—Cottage. $8 pera•
• saortli. three blocks from P. 0. apply
a 441 South Sixth street.
'C
•
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men betvfeen
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States. of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
nind write English. For information
.g
ply to Rectuiting Officer. New
tehmond House, Paducah, Ky.
04 4400104-0.•••••••4044•111 11•••
•
It LOCAL LINKS. •
•
*•••••••66111.41.
tif 4 —Art inel1tir4. D. 1. Stuart, of 327
North Fourth, have a uew boy. I
it;.,Barnes and Mr. R.G.
reas, of Beaton, married several
-altys ago very quietly.
—Rumors are that an interurban
•rnie will be beDt front here to Hick-
man. Ky., latia . nothing reliable is
'known of he irojeet. '
—Ep route t•. the Philippine .Isl-
fi..41aAtlirs. Marie. Moss Wheat and
Anderson. who left here
n Asa ijc•leltry 1,. IN now in Oakland. Cal,
. *oil far NI anil. early next
- -Mies il.atira liannera. aged 33,
:taaa• ...lied of consumption yesterday morn-
, r ajesong at 1111 North Tenth. and this
ltdosaing at ry3o o'clock the funeral
'T_•hestrices occur, with burial at Oak
„ il;eive cemetery.• • ir ,
0444_
- r-
e Daughters of the American
i-14.%`• iiebolstiosi will meet at 9:30 o'clock
O'fi't ',this mauling. in special session. with
yhc chapter regent, Mrs. Eli G.
' roone, of South Sixth street, for the
;•• oittpose of discussing their Flower
ifittd.p.tnival Aprilc.
4epert published ft few days
ioall the papers that Mr. Charles
the clone drummer. would
'suit the road and take a place inxote
rin house at St. I s Washinuton, Jan. 44.—In regard to
a report front Kansas City of the en-and move his family there. proves to
an 0.0r, as he reinag, on th, I listing in the United Statee Army of
lad aad continues residing it. negroes for service in the 
Philippines,
-n te 
--phe Appeltate coort at Frankfort' Major-General Ainsworth, the mili-
.1 s affirmed the Goons circuit court tary secretary. 
yesterday said that no
1 tete a line of sioo as -assessed signifikarice should be attached to
these orders. The orders were notsons months ago against the George
confined to Kansas City alone, but
were sent to either recruiting points.
It is said to be the invariable cus-
tom or the degartment. so far as
possible. to recruit up to the full
strength all regiments, white or
negro. about to go to the Philippines.
which have been depleted by -keeping
back the short term men,
In the case of the Twenty-fifth .tn-
fantry, an organization created by act
of congress, it is necessary in order
to comply with the terms of the law,
that oegroes' be recruited to replace
the battalion discharged without
honor as the result of the Browns-
ville affair.
-1,47
Ind., is in the city visiting his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, of Broad-
way near Twelfth street.
Mr. L. P. Head was in the city yes-
terday from Eddyville.
Colonel William Katterjohn yester-
day went to Louisville on business
connected with .the United States
court there.
'Mrs. William E. Booten. of Den-
ver, Cola arrived yesterday to attend
the wedding of her brother, Mr. Ed-
ward Bringhurst, to Miss Martha
Davis, rext week.
Mrs. John Gibbs, of Princeton. is
visiting Mrs. Lee Robinson, of South
Tenth.
Rev. Joseph B. Sears, of Austie
Texas, will tomorrow rrive here to
vieit his brothers, Messrs. B. F. ano
A. N. Sears.
Miss Francis Wallace goes next
Tuesday to Helena, Ark., to visit.
Mr. Lee Meyers has resigned as
shippiag clerk at the I. C. yards and
goes to St. Louis to live.
Mr. Charles Baker, the as holeeale
grocer, goes to Los Angeles. Cal.. in
a few day* to visit his siater. Mrs.
Barnhill, who i. there.
Miss Loh. lire:den. Tenn.,
is visiting Ms. a MeGlathery, of
North Seventh.
Miss Evelyn Walker...i erZburn.
Tenn., will arrive next Monday to
visit the Misses Kirkland, of West
Broadway.
Mr. W. A. Berry. the plasterer, has
rein:teed from a C•eater. Ky.
Mr. Oscar Vineyard. the traveling
representative of the Palmer Trans-
fer company of this city. ba• gone to
Toledo. 0., where he marrie• today
and comes back tomorrow
NEGRO LYNCHED AT
VARDAMAN'S HOME
Hanged From Railroad Bridge for
Assaulting White Woman.
.1 schism. Miss.. Jan. 24.—Informa-
t Ton *as received here last night
that Henry Bell, a negro. was
lynched at Greenwood. the home of
Cov. Vardaman. Tuesday night by
unknown parties. The negro assault-
ed Mre. Graves, of that place, 'owe
!rondo ago and had been in the
Greenville jail for safe-keeping. Tues-
clay night he arrived at Greenwood
in charge of a deputy sheriff, and
while that official was taking him
fonn the train to the jail he was
surrounded by a mob, which took
him away and hanged him to a rail-
road bridge. The coroner's jury ren-
dered a verdict that the negro came
to his death at the hands un-
known parties.
If. Go.witnailf Whisky company of Pa-
lucah fot shipping liquor into May-
odd. which is a local option town.
—ThC Typographical union has
lected cfficers of E. M. Willis, presi-
- i1nt Mike Daikaber. vice-president;
E. Baker. secretary-treasurer; Col-
met William Shakespeare Scotty Mc-
t:arthy. -sergeant-at-arms; E. M. -Wit-
AL It. Danaher and A. E. Stein,
iocal delegates lo Central Labor body.
—alit. Thomas /Idris of five miles
„ :tom this City, on the Ilinkleville
tb*eili"~Mlitti'lltela the past year had 'on
_an:Lai:14411ff_ ni shoat with five fully
jsct, 'the. 'extra foot being
fore-leg: The pig Was
!siTfltstearlana attel hi:ought trOtown
forilsaler %/bilk the,%cloPlile-footed 'deg,
is Vitt*. Aso
.tuire• . • : • I:
--S %-ct-al weeks ago Leland Barnes,
the no-year-old son of Mr. D. W.
Barnes, the ship carpenter, of 426
South all,inttraotioet, left the city in
,•omparhivithaRliibert Lee Haivkins,
et Gull of town by
1atii4 located his
son at arthage. Tenn., and had hint
taken charge - of by tile police, who
are now Ito,Sog him 'Until the permit.
ca eC‘ll vi -and hring ho oonie the n
When a person begins questioning
the motives of another, it ie proof
that the doubter has a mighty little
I
RECRUITING NEGROES
FOR THE U. S. ARMY.
Loses Suit Against trintist.
. 'jaw • 24.—A f ter
dnliberating- for twenty-four house
The jury in the case of Miss Mali C.
Gccen -againsr:pr. GolIaercklitt.
dentist, •returned a verdict .
guilty. Miss -Green sued the dentist
fen Snow dantages, charging that he
had pulled the wroagstooth.- The de-
iCilf.0 was that the patient bit the den-
tists fingers id that he knocked out
'the tooth by mistake.
• Vie man who inost enjoys a laugh
'k the- one, who can least endure 'be-
ing -laughea at. •
No ere has ever fully forgiven a
ninner. tactless he -has the old faith in




NO PROSPECT OF A DECLINE
IN THE OHIO RIVER AT
PRESENT.
RIVERMEN BELIEVE IT
WILL COME TO 47
PEOPLE ARE MOVING FROM
THE LOW PLACES AROUND
THIS CITY NOW.
Levee Breaks Beiow Cairo on the
Missouri Side of Mississippi'
River.
The riverinen predict now that the
Ohio will go to 47 felt at this point,
and the stream continues gradually
coming up the bank in order the cal-
culation will not go amiss. This
morning at 3 o'clock the gauge
showed 43.9, which was a rise of five-
tenths el' afoot since yesterday morn-
ing. .By daylight it is expected to be
forty-four feet. From yesterday morn-
ing until last evening at dusk it rose
three-tenths of a foot, and the same
between dusk and 3 o'clock this
morning. At 7 o'clock yesterday
morning it was 43-3, a rise of over a
foot sioce that time Wednesday
morning.
Running Lowianders Out.
.People living in "the lowlands
around the city have commenced va-
cating their' places of abode and get-
ting up on higher ground. Yesterday
"CARNATION DAY."
the water got into the house of a
widow woman living on Trimble be- Next Tuesday Is Anniversary of the ncetween Fourth and Fifth streets. ard Birth of President McKinley. chest by ber husband, the druggist.laPd white. Rotoovos all biemiobo•
one morning mistook her for a
The country over next In / dneglar in their hedroom r•used by the c.okl winds.
known as Carnation ltay "ft .ae-
good, teok his horse and wagon and count of it being the anniversary of Girl Cut By Fighters. .
going down there hintscalf took the the birth of President NVilliam Me- Joe Eky, son of thr Marshall
effects from the house aad itc.sei kinky. Everywhere carnations are i comity sheriff. nail 1. basis, ado of
Deliglatful to use afterworn in recognition of the event, that i 'lie school professor, fought Monday
ICower being the favorite of the mar- .•.1 the Benton school, and slashed
treed executive daring his life, and Ines Viola Smith %forret times on
was always noticed on the lapel •.i !tit actst with their knives, she has'-
hi.. coat. ou started to pass between thensi For sale only at






Mr. W. C. Dowd Fell With Attack
of Vertigo in I. C. Yards—
Mrs. George Kolb Improving.
The seven-year-old son of Mr. J.
B. spoon f9.2o Clay street about 8
itt:ClO4annetterday morning had his
Agin leir -1044lIn just above the knee,
he, falling from a hay wagon which
ran over him out about Ninth and
Jefferson streets. The lad had clam-
be.red on top of the hay wagon and
rolled off without the driver noticing
him The wheel jawed over the
llmb,014alaitetured the bone. The
drivo knowing the chap bad'
31k! 4* kept going, while someone
cunt along and finding the lad lying
in the street, carried hint home where
Dr. Jeff Robertson set _the broken
bone.
ell‘Vith Vertigo.
Mr. W. C. Dowd of the Little
spoke .,Acp*, is suffering from
banisei on his face caused by falling
Wednesday with vertigo while.walk-
WOMAN JASAS ,teiT CARDS
KILLS HERSELF
Trr—
Leaving 'Bridge Whist Party Miss




New York, Jan. 2.0.—After an even-
ing spent at bridge ' whist in the
THE apartments of her sister at the Hotel
St. George, Brooklyn, Miss Frances
Scott Boyd, sixty-nine years old, end-
ed her life by chloroform in htr room
at too PineapPle street. She was
found gowned an‘she had been at the
card party a few hours before.
Over her face was a towel and out-
side the towel was pinned a news-
paper. The towel was satioated with
chloroform.
Rumors that losses at the card table
had actuated the self-destruction were
denied by•the doted woman's relatives.
It was bait( Ilya pie stglies in the last
game vette Meirlyt nominal.
she had no way to move her house-
hold effects. Big-hearted City Jailet
Thomas Evitts, always azonud done
them 71 block away where they were
stored. Ibe nailer alao 'boreal out
the loniachold goods of a houseboat
man whose sEantyhoat had swamped
in that section.
Front ell the low f-)1 aces around
town the people are moving out.
At First and Jefferson streets the
river is several feet over the track,
of the I C'.e river front switch.
Levee Breaks in Misses&
Cairo. Ill , Jan. 24.- The Ohio river
here this morning began ruaniepas.ove•
the gar in the liver at Bade Point,
Mo. The railroad company ininse•
diately put a large fbrce of men at
work, raising the embankmen!, and
their work was successful in keepinc
back the water. There ie a gap of
three-quarters of a mile there where
the levee has never been raised to the
proper height and this is where the
trouble lies. ft was believed tonight
that the river would be kept out un-
less ;t reaches a stage of 49.5 feet
when it will run over at other places
The holding back of the water from
overflowing this vast area will have
an effect on the height of the water
below Cairo. Usually the greater
part of Mississippi county. Mionntri.
overflow-s at forty-seven feet and th:e
forms a basin which materially re
lieves the situation
Crest at Owensboro.
Owei5brwo. Ky.. Jan. 24. —The
crest of the riee will reach Owens-
boro some time tonight, but it is not
expected that the decline will begin
under twenty-four hours. The water
stands now within a foot of the rt481
mark.
All known flood sufferers in this
section have been provided for, most
of them having been brought to
Owensboro. A number of houses in
the Indiana bottoms, opposite Owens-
boro, have been floated from their
foundation. A double log house,
nearly too years old. was !looted from
its foundation today and at nightfall
could be seen drifting with the wind
four, miles from its original site. It
was blown away from the current and
will probably be grounded intact ;it
the In it of the hills.
Ferry Rescues Stock.
Henderson, Ky.. Jan. 24.--The Otmic
01114M1111111Einnetellen
river will be falling by night. The
Henderson ferryboat 'has'rescued theme
sands of dollars' worth of carrle,
mules and stock from lawlands of
Southern Indiana. A house was seen
to pass this city at noon today. Ma-
dre& of saw-logs are going dowa
stream.
River Stages.







Mt. Carmel, 23:s, rising.
Nashville, 28.3, rising.
Pittsburg, 8.e, rising.
St. Louis, 26.t, falling.






The ferryboat Three States has
been for several days using the llli•
110i6 Central depot at Wickliffe as e
landing place, the water being so
high that the ferry can pass safely
ewer the ground front the old landing
to the station.
PROMOTION CARDS. •
The Students Today Get Their Docu-
ments ro• Their Respective
Rooms.
111 1, ailerlitoon the children of the
public schools come to their reipteon
ive buildings and receive their card's.
showing whether are %vete prom-td'
or remain in the same cla:s as result
,
A judgethip at Sacramento. Cal.,
was vacant. r- There were three can-
didates,, Om, who believed
their chances equal, agreed to shake
dice as to which should withdraw,
and did so. The governor heard of
it and appointed the third candidate
to the place:
, ao • el
When the thirty-seventh session of
the California legislature was opened
the other day the chaplain prayed
that the Lord would deliver the legis-
lature "front graft," and as soon as
tog aloof-the I. C. track near depot. he had said "Amen- they proceeded
He. fell itt*ont of an engine, but the .to swell the roll of paid tittaeltes to
stoppe4 the monster quickly the number of tot.
ettne;,preyeittod running over him
C.entin' ties Improving.
Mrs. (ioorge Kolb grows stronger : Dr. Dwight's
of the semi-annual cxkminati"n‘• and gets better every day at their '
Many hundred% of promotion; homy on Fifth and Clark streets, and! Layderma crankmade. now ablt to sit up all the time, 1
\40q4, is received with much
leer many frlends. and 6 Prevents and cures chapped rough
It is about five weeks i skin. makes lbe skin sat. saboa




  examine, eystematire
unlit books by the day, week or
job. Ter ms reasonable.






The Editor in Bad Trouble.
1J.ilin.on City, Tenn.. Comet.V










•Xlie steainer Kentnelry cur e not
the Tennessee riser early ea
Alit gels out on her return
at o'clock tomorrow' after -
a, a printer in the Blount-
,X1to ,Esutorff lease. Nashville to
a
half shot, another in the sitez.
growls here Smola) and leavesworth shooting. the Comet 
aya for Clarkoville.great 4101(1111W. flu.. (ti‘„(
illid/elek fowler &part . for Cairo
at It o'clock this morning and comes
hack about to o'clock tonight.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and skips ont at
once on her return that wa)
The John Patton is dew here soe
nine next week from Cliatcoon.
Teuin
`The John S. llopkina conies
next %aerie from Mound City. whet'
she i• underg•nitg an overhanling
the marine ways.
Tomorrow the towboat Reaoer go, •
up for Pittsburg with empty cos
boats.
Mr. Ed lielling has become chi.
engineer for the Margaret, succeed-
as,Engineer Hinchinaon.
12.167.173 Bales.
Washington; Jan. 24.—The rensto
report iseue(l today shows that 12,-
167,873 bales of cotton, counting
round as half bake, have been ginned
from the growth of 1906 to Januar}
16, t9o7. The number of active gin-
neries this year is alkaaa •
Sent Dog to the Poorhouse.
Glassoos. Ky., J ail .24.—A story
that almost, if not quite, equals Sen-
ator Vest's famous dog story, which
ihas been going the round' on the
press for some time, is reported from
Hardin county. where Magistrate Q.
W. Johnson committed to the keeper
of the County Farm a dog with an
order for the animal to be cared for
at the expense of Magisterial district,
No. 9. of that county. The document
is perhaps the only one on record of
the kind and reads as follows:
Mn, Wm, Cleaver, Keeper of the
County Farm.—Dear sir: You will
please receive and safely keep the
body of "Dewey Johnson" from now
until November ta, 1907. Me is:
little old, but lie has been raised a
gentleman and has always kpt the
very best of company. His associatee,
have been governors, generals. ma-
jors, doctors. etc. Ile has been sent
to Kopkinsville Asylumn once, Ictit
did not stay long. You will please
credit the old. gentleman to magial
terial district. No. 9.




THE HIEN OR THE. ECG
THINK IT (NM
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING iv} OR CALL AT 01
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DL.
SIGNS, ARTISTIC. ATTRAC-
TIVE, UP-MDATE PIC-






Another One Of Our Special
1 .50 Books....50c
We have just received a n ew shipment of the most desirable
.hiation at our popular sac price, among there we offer
• .-THE CHIEF LEGATEE, by Anna Katherine Green. This is
one of the greatest books of the year. TO BE HAD ONLY AT
OUR STORE.
D•14E •WilSOn Music kMan
At, Harbour's Department, Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PH9NE 254
tRADEWATIR C it A L pnkEst-RGGENUINE1
We Kentucky Coal Co.
LICORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2n1 & Ohio
ode..
••••••••.— aserae-
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